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TWO
TONE

This is an ideal Pilates or exercise mat for those on the move, 
or for studios tight on storage space. The NBR foam offers 
excellent cushioning and memory, yet the 10mm mat weighs only 
a fraction over 1kg, making it light enough to carry around, with 
the included removable carry strap (10mm only).

The 15mm mat offers improved comfort but as it is too big to 
carry around, these mats come flat packed as they are primarily 
designed for use in a studio or to be left at home. 

MADE FROM NBR RUBBER - DOP, AZO, HEAVY METAL, 
PHENOL & PHTHALATE FREE.

BLACK (FRONT)

Extremely durable commercial quality aerobic mats with eyelets, 
designed for studio use. Two-tone colour design: Black/Graphite & Light 
Grey/Graphite. 

MADE FROM VINYL COVERED PVC FOAM WITH SEALED 
EDGES. 

EXERCISE STUDIO MATS

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

100CM X 50CM X 9.5MM 
[1.5KG]

BLACK/GRAPHITE FAMATBLK

100CM X 50CM X 9.5MM 
[1.5KG] 

LIGHT GREY/GRAPHITE FAMATVINYL

These studio quality aerobic mats are made from first grade  
EVA foam which offers good memory, shock absorption  
and comfort, as well as improved resistance to scuffing. Features 
rounded corners and hand hole for carrying.

MADE FROM CLOSED CELL & WIPE CLEAN EVA FOAM.

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

1M X 50CM X 10MM [0.5KG] BLUE FAMAT10

1M X 50CM X 15MM [0.75KG] BLUE FAMAT15

DIMENSIONS MODEL COLOUR CODE

182CM X 58CM X 
10MM [1.1KG]

CARRY STRAP 
INCLUDED 
RETAIL PACK

BLUE FMATNBR10-BLU

182CM X 58CM X 
10MM [1.1KG]

CARRY STRAP 
INCLUDED 
RETAIL PACK

BLACK FMATNBR10-BK

182CM X 58CM X 
10MM [1.1KG]

CARRY STRAP 
INCLUDED 
RETAIL PACK

TURQUOISE FMATNBR10-TUR

182CM X 58CM X 
15MM [1.65KG]

NO STRAP 
INCLUDED 
FLAT PACK 

BLUE FMATNBR15

182CM X 58CM X 
15MM [1.65KG]

NO STRAP 
INCLUDED 
RETAIL PACK

BLUE FMATNBR15R

Studio quality tri-fold aerobic and fitness mat. This versatile mat is 
134cm long when extended and folds up for storage and transport 
or for extra cushioning when doing sit-ups or crunches. 

This mat is perfect for gym use as lots of mats  
can be stacked in a small space or for fit pros who  
need to carry a number of mats around for group  
exercise classes. Reversible mat featuring 3-fold  
design with double hinge construction.

MADE FROM  
NON-
SLIP, NON 
ABSORBENT  
& WIPE CLEAN EVA 
FOAM. 

DIMENSIONS  COLOUR CODE

134CM X 50CM X 9MM - FLAT [O.6KG] 
45CM X 50CM X 30MM - FOLDED [0.6KG]

DARK GREY FAMATPRO

 

TRI-FOLD AEROBIC MAT
9mm

CORE FITNESS MATS
10MM & 15MM

STUDIO PRO 
AEROBIC MATS
10MM & 15MM 

CLUB AEROBIC MATS 
WITH EYELETS
9.5MM

NEW
 

COLOUR
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Identical to the Core Fitness Mats (page 4) but with 
eyelets, makes this mat perfect for storing 
neatly away in your studio on 
our exercise mat rack. 

The eyelets are 50cm apart 
(centre to centre) and will 
fit hangers up to 2.5cm in 
diameter. Also available in 
15mm thickness which provides 
extra cushioning. Made from NBR 
that is non-absorbent, making it 
easy to clean and very hygienic whilst 
also being soft and supportive. Top side is 
smooth and bottom is ribbed.

MADE FROM NBR RUBBER - DOP, AZO, HEAVY METAL, 
PHENOL & PHTHALATE  FREE.

Adjustable Mat Rack available for use with eyelet mats like the Club 
Aerobic & Core Fitness Mats. Can be used on mats with eyelets 36cm to 
51cm apart. Minimum hole diameter is 1.95cm. Please note: Fixtures & 
fittings are not included.

The Studio Pro Mat is our best mat for exercise, Pilates and therapy. 
The TPE material has superb memory and at 15mm thick this mat 
offers excellent support for the spine and knees. As the mat is thick 
and does not roll up tightly, it is best for studio or home use rather 
than carrying to and from classes. The mat is double sided and will 
not slide on the floor. 

MADE FROM 100% RECYCLABLE TPE. IMPERMEABLE  
AND HYGIENIC; AZO, HEAVY METAL & PVC FREE. 

EXERCISE STUDIO MATS

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

182CM X 58CM X 10MM [1.1KG] BLUE FMATNBR10EYE

182CM X 58CM X 15MM [1.65KG] BLUE FMATNBR15EYE

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

180CM X 60CM X 15MM [2.6KG] BLUE FMATTPE180R

CODE

FMATRACK20

STRETCH FITNESS MATS  
10MM  
The Stretch Fitness mat is perfect for all kinds of exercise  
and stretching from aerobic workouts to rehabilitation. The mat 
provides excellent cushioning and comfort at 10mm thick yet 
is light enough to transport easily with the included carry strap. 

MADE FROM NBR RUBBER - 6 PHTHALATE FREE.

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

182CM X 58CM X 10MM [1.1KG] GREY FMATNBRST-GREY

182CM X 58CM X 10MM [1.1KG] LIGHT BLUE FMATNBRST-BLUE

This exercise machine mat provides excellent floor protection 
for use underneath exercise equipment such 
as rowers and treadmills, or for 
weight training. Helps to 
keep equipment in place and 
reduces machine noise. Features 
sealed edges with anti-slip base 
to prevent sliding on the floor, 
offering high grip levels.

The skipping rope mat is great for use 
anywhere, it provides effective floor protection, 
noise reduction and has anti slip properties. To 
ensure you can get your workout in at a place 
and a time to suit you. Designed to prevent 
rubbing and marking on the floor, whilst 
extending the life of your skipping rope. Our 
high density skipping mat is great to travel 
with and is made from extremely durable 
phthalate free PVC, ensuring this mat is made 
to last.  

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

1.5M X 80CM X 4.5MM [1.9KG] BLACK FMACHINE150BLK

2M X 100CM X 4.5MM [3.6KG] BLACK FMACHINE100200BLK

2.5M X 80CM X 4.5MM [3.3KG] BLACK FMACHINE250BLK

2.5M X 100CM X 4.5MM [4.2KG] BLACK FMACHINE100250BLK

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

1.2M X 58CM X 4.5MM GREY     FMATSKIP

 51cm

36cm

CORE FITNESS MATS WITH 
EYELETS
10MM & 15MM

STUDIO PRO MAT
15MM

EXERCISE MAT RACK

MACHINE MATS FOR 
ROWERS AND TREADMILLS

SKIPPING MAT

NEW
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DIMENSIONS  CODE

40CMØ [0.85KG] FWOBBLE20

 

 
Increase your coordination, improve your 
balance and challenge your core 
with these Balance Pod Domes 
by Fitness-Mad. Designed to 
help develop your core strength 
muscles such as your abdomen, 
back and pelvis by adding extra 
challenge to numerous bodyweight 
exercises. They also help to improve your balance which can help 
with body toning and posture. 

These Balance Pod Domes feature a flat side and a dome side 
covered with small spikes, meaning you can use them flat or dome 
side up for varying levels of difficulty. Ideal for physiotherapists, 
sports therapists, personal trainers and fitness instructors to use in 
their programmes for clients, or for home use.

It can be difficult to perform an ab exercise with correct alignment 
and safe form, but the Fitness-Mad Ab Mat helps to keep your 
back properly aligned as you target your upper, lower or oblique 
abdominal muscles. The ergonomic design cushions your lower 
back through the movement to reduce strain, while the groove 
allows for the spine to dip between the sides for additional 
comfort. Created from ultra-lightweight, high quality, closed 
cell EVA foam with a non-slip surface. Ideal for use at home, 
transporting to the gym, or for use by Fit Pro’s, Pilates Instructors, 
PT’s, Physios and Sport Therapists.

DIMENSIONS  COLOUR CODE

38.5CM X 24CM X 7CM BLUE FABMAT

SIZE PER DOME COLOUR CODE

8CM X 16.5CMØ DARK GREY FPODDOME

An ideal tool for improving balance  
and posture, you can kneel or stand  
on the cushion whilst exercising to  
improve core strength or can sit 
on it  
to tone abdominal muscles whilst  
sitting at your desk. Can be  
inflated or deflated to increase  
or decrease the level of stability. 

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

35CØ [0.2KG] GREY FSTABILITY19

Designed for use in balance, coordination and reaction training 
as well as ideal for postural stability, motor skills exercises and 
rehab. The super unstable material of the balance pad means that 
the user must always compensate to stabilise themselves when 
training on the pad. Made from closed cell EVA foam with non-slip 
surface. 

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

39.5 X 47.5 X 5.8CM [0.7KG] BLUE FBALANCEOVAL-BLU

The Air Dome can be used for almost any exercise that is normally 
performed on an aerobic step or on the floor. As the Air Dome has 
an unstable surface, exercises performed on the Dome are more 
dynamic. This makes exercises both more 
challenging and effective, bringing 
results faster. Can be used either 
side up.

FEATURES: 
• Anti-slip base to keep the 

dome firmly in place on 
the floor. 

• 8” hand pump to inflate  
the dome.

MAX USER WEIGHT 140KG (C. 300LB).

DIMENSIONS  COLOUR CODE

23CM (FULLY INFLATED)  X 
59CMØ [5.75KG]

GREY/BLACK FBALDOME2

Regular use of a wobble board is a great way to improve your 
balance, increase core strength and improve one’s range of 
movement. By improving proprioception through balancing 
exercises, wobble boards can help to protect the body from injury. 
Our 40cm adjustable wobble board offers angles between 19 and 
23 degrees by simply screwing the rocker in or out, allowing you 
to progressively improve your balance. The more you screw the 
rocker out, the greater the angle and the greater the difficulty.

CORE 
STABILITY
BALANCE POD DOMES
SOLD IN PAIRS

ABDOMINAL MAT

STABILITY CUSHION
WITH PUMP

AIR DOME PRO II
WITH PUMP

ADJUSTABLE 
WOBBLE BOARD

OVAL BALANCE PAD

NEW
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CORE 
STABILITY

Our entry level ball is burst-resistant with a rating of 150kg. Having 
conducted many tests on non burst-resistant balls we wouldn’t even 
entertain not using one as they are simply not safe. Ideal ball for home 
use. 

NOT WARRANTED FOR COMMERCIAL USE. 
PHTHALATE FREE PVC.

DIMENSIONS SUITABLE FOR COLOUR CODE

55CM [1.2KG] THOSE UNDER 5’6” SILVER FBALL10055

65CM [1.2KG] THOSE 5’6” - 5’10” SILVER FBALL10065

75CM [1.2KG] THOSE 5’11”+ SILVER FBALL10075

150KG ANTI-BURST 
SWISS BALL
WITH PUMP

Fitness-Mad’s burst resistant Swiss Ball with a load rating of 300kg. 
Perfect for Fit Ball workouts, yoga, Pilates or physiotherapy and can be 
used as a chair to aid core strength to help improve posture.

PHTHALATE FREE PVC.   

DIMENSIONS SUITABLE FOR COLOUR CODE

55CM [1.1KG] THOSE UNDER 5’6” BLUE FBALL55

65CM [1.35KG] THOSE 5’6” - 5’10” BLUE FBALL65

75CM [1.65KG] THOSE 5’11”+ BLUE FBALL75

300KG ANTI-BURST 
SWISS BALL

                                                                                                                            
The 500kg Studio Pro Ball is only available on its own (without pump 
or box) for commercial use or for those not wanting a pump. All 3 
sizes are available in Graphite.

PHTHALATE FREE PVC. 

DIMENSIONS SUITABLE FOR COLOUR CODE

55CM [1.3KG] THOSE UNDER 5’6” GRAPHITE FBALLSP55G

65CM [1.7KG] THOSE 5’6” - 5’10” GRAPHITE FBALLSP65G

75CM [2.1KG] THOSE 5’11”+ GRAPHITE FBALLSP75G

500KG STUDIO PRO 
ANTI-BURST SWISS BALL

2-way hi-pressure Swiss ball 
pump.

CODE

FPUMP2

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

65CMØ BLUE FBALLCOVER-65

A great addition to your living or studio space, this cotton 
Swiss Ball Cover fits snugly over your exercise/yoga ball. Just 
put the deflated ball inside the cover, inflate and zip it up.

The cover features a heavyweight zip closure and two easy-
carry fabric handles. 

BLASTER PUMP

SWISS BALL COVER
NEW
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7. 8. 9. & 10 STUDIO PRO 
FOAM ROLLER
This is our professional quality Studio         
Foam Roller made from EPP (Expanded 
Polypropylene). EPP is an engineered plastic 
foam material that is durable,  
lightweight and recyclable. It has  
excellent energy absorption and  
high strength properties, which  
offer improved performance  
and longevity compared to 
EVA or PE foam rollers. 

The Tread Roller, as the name suggests, has a tread pattern 
to provide more pressure points as you roll, giving you a deep 
tissue massage. This foam roller is ideal for muscle massage 
and self-myofascial release for tight muscles, before or after 
exercise, or even if you wish to roll your muscles out after a long 
day of standing or sitting. Made from strong tubing to prevent 
deformation whilst rolling with a moulded EVA tread pattern. 
Available in Black, Silver and Blue. Made from PP tube with 
injection moulded EVA foam.

DIMENSIONS WEIGHT COLOUR CODE

1. 32CM X 13.5CMØ 0.8KG BLACK FROLLERTRD-BLK

2. 32CM X 13.5CMØ 0.8KG BLUE FROLLERTRD-BLUE

3. 32CM X 13.5CMØ 0.8KG SILVER FROLLERTRD-SILVER

4. 45CM X 15CMØ 0.6KG BLUE FROLLER6H

5. 90CM X 15CMØ 0.9KG BLUE FROLLER6

6. 20CM X 8CMØ 0.1KG BLUE FROLLER3MINI

DIMENSIONS WEIGHT COLOUR CODE

7. 90CM X 15CMØ 0.4KG BLACK FROLLER90EPPHALF

8. 45CM X 15CMØ 0.5KG BLACK FROLLER45EPPHALF

9. 45CM X 15CMØ 0.4KG BLACK FROLLER45EPP

10. 90CM X 15CMØ 0.5KG BLACK FROLLER90EPP

11. 16CM X 6.5CMØ 0.1KG BLUE FROLLERMINI

12. 30.5CM X 12CMØ 0.6KG BLACK/RED FROLLERMAD

13. 61CM X 6.5CMØ 1.2KG BLACK/RED FROLLERMADDBL

MASSAGE TOOLS
1. 2. & 3. TREAD FOAM 
ROLLER

Myofascial release of the muscles is 
key to better performance. The Mini 
Massage Roller relieves tight muscles 
and targets fascia management. 
Portable and easy to use, perfect for 
before and after exercise. Made from 
ABS tube with EVA foam padding. 

11. MINI MASSAGE 
ROLLER

The ultimate roller for myofascial release. The Vari-Massage Foam 
Roller features a range of different patterns so you can vary the 
intensity of the massage to suit your individual needs. Unlike 
many rollers the Vari-Massage rollers’ dual ABS and EVA 
construction will not lose it’s shape 
requiring costly replacement 
as a result of day to day use. 
Available in Black/Red. Made 
from high impact ABS tube 
with EVA foam padding.

12. VARI-MASSAGE 
ROLLER 

The Twin Vari-Massage Foam Roller are two Vari-Rollers that join 
together with a connection screw. Can be used separately or 
together. Note: The standard Vari-Roller (11.) cannot be connected 
together to make a twin.

13. TWIN VARI-MASSAGE

For many users there is no need for a full length foam roller as a half 
length roller is long enough particularly for muscle and ITB release on 
the legs that has become so popular with runners and athletes.

4. 45CM FOAM ROLLER

Lightweight PE foam roller in 15cm diameter for use in balance 
training, body awareness, muscle re-education and muscular 
flexibility to provide dynamic strengthening. 

5. 90CM FOAM ROLLER

This 20cm Foam Roller by Fitness-Mad is perfect for anyone 
looking for a foam roller they can carry 
in their gym bag as it’s lightweight and 
portable. It can be used every day as part 
of your exercise regime before or after 
your workout. Foam rollers are great 
to improve circulation, reduce muscle 
soreness, helps lengthen muscles, increase 
range of motion, and helps prevent injury.

6. 20CM FOAM ROLLER

NEW

1 2
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MASSAGE TOOLS
Give your muscles a precise acupressure massage 
with the Pinpoint Trigger Ball from Fitness-Mad. 
Helps to release tight smaller muscle groups 
and ‘flush out’ toxins which can build up in the 
muscles. The blunt spikes provide acupressure 
release for feet, hands, shoulders, upper back, 
forearm, outer leg, or hips. Ideal for use against a 
wall to target trigger points and tight muscles in  the 
back, or any time your  muscles feel tight. It may be  
small but it is mighty!

A dual massage ball design, perfect for rolling out tight muscles. The 
dip allows the massager to get close into your back muscles, without 
putting pressure on your spine. Also great to use for neck, shoulders, 
hips, glutes, hamstrings and calves. Ideal for helping to reduce 
muscle pain and tension.

COLOUR CODE

BLUE/GREY FMASSAGEP

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

4.5CMØ GREEN FMASSPIN

Take your self care to a whole new level with the Atom Massage Stick 
by Fitness-Mad. The atom nodules massage your muscles for optimum 
trigger point release as well as helping to stimulate circulation. The 
ergonomic handles make self-massage easy so you can adjust the 
pressure accordingly. Lightweight and portable design, pack it into your 
gym bag for on-the-go massage or use as part of a rehab programme. 
Constructed from a steel core with TPE atoms and handles.

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

40CM (L) BLACK/GREEN FSTICKATOM

The Fitness-Mad’s Foot Roller helps to relieve foot, heel and plantar 
fasciitis pain. Ease tight and tired muscles of the feet before 
or after exercise. Simple to use, just roll back and forth 
under your foot whilst seated or standing for an 
effective massage. Suitable for any 
fitness enthusiast or athlete such as 
runners, walkers, cyclists, or anyone 
looking to maintain good foot health 
for a better performance. Made from 
PP, TPE and ABS.

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

15.8CM X 6.5CM X 7CMØ BLACK/GREEN FROLLERFOOT

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

6. 7CMØ CORK FMASSAGECORK

These small Spikey Massage Balls are 
used to release tight, uncomfortable 
muscles and can help to release toxins 
and improve circulation. Available in 
two sizes 7cm or 9cm. The balls are 
often used in pairs but are sold singly.         
Made from 6 phthalate free PVC. 

DIMENSIONS QTY COLOUR CODE

7CMØ [0.1KG] 1 BALL PURPLE FMASSAGES

9CMØ [0.16KG] 1 BALL BLUE FMASSAGEL

7CMØ [0.1KG] PACK OF 10 PURPLE FMASSAGE10S

9CMØ [0.16KG] PACK OF 10 BLUE FMASSAGE10L

SPIKEY MASSAGE BALL

PEANUT MASSAGE BALL 

CORK MASSAGE BALL

PINPOINT TRIGGER BALL

ATOM MASSAGE STICK

FOOT ROLLER

NOW  AVAILABLE IN PACKS OF 10

Fitness-Mad’s Rolling Massage Stick is the ultimate portable self-
massage tool. Small enough to fit in your sports bag, the massage 
sticks five independent rollers targets your trigger points and 
penetrate specific muscles. Ideal for use before or after exercise to 
increase the circulation and to sooth the tight muscles and ease 
aches and pains.

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

36CM BLACK/GREEN FSTICK14

ROLLING MASSAGE STICK

Yoga-Mad have the perfect massage ball to 
provide instant relief to pain and help remove 
knots. Simply roll the ball around the area of 
your body required until you feel relief and 
simply increase the pressure for a deep tissue 
massage.

NEW
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A choice of smooth and spikey massage ball gives you lots of options 
to find the best way to release tight muscles and trigger points and 
to improve circulation. The balls can be used under your feet, under 
your glutes or against a wall to roll out tight back muscles. The spiky 
ball is best suited to myofascial release as the spikes acts like fingers, 
whilst the smooth ball is best for more sensitive areas.

DIMENSIONS QTY HARDNESS CODE

6CMØ [0.25KG] SET OF 2
SOFT AND 
SPIKEY

FMASSBALSET2

TRIGGER POINT 
MASSAGE BALL
SET OF 2

Fitness-Mad’s set of 3 Spikey Trigger Balls are perfect for self-massage. 
Use to help release muscle tension which can also help to release toxins 
and improve circulation. Lightweight and easy to carry, you can take 
them with you for use before or after your workout.  

DIMENSIONS QTY HARDNESS CODE

6.5CMØ SET OF 3
SOFT 
MEDIUM 
HARD

FSPIKESET

SPIKEY TRIGGER BALLS
SET OF 3

These convenient massage tools are great for getting a professional 
standard massage at home. The ergonomic design helps to get a deeper 
massage than using your hands. With three different shapes these tools 
help ease muscle pain from a workout, prevent injuries, and release 
muscle knots. It also helps relieve tension in the arms when performing 
a massage.

NAME CODE

TRIGGER POINT 4-WAY MASSAGER FMASSAGE4W-BLU

NAME CODE

TRIGGER POINT THUMB MASSAGER FMASSAGET-BLU

NAME CODE

TRIGGER POINT H-MASSAGER FMASSAGEH-BLU

NAME CODE

TRIGGER POINT MASSAGE SET FMASS4THSET-BLU

TRIGGER POINT 
MASSAGE SET
INDIVIDUAL OR SET OF 3

MASSAGE TOOLS

NEW

NEW

NEW

SET 
OF 3

Set of Massage Balls in 3 different hardnesses for acupressure 
massage and trigger point release. To start with, choose a ball  
of suitable hardness and position it on the point to be massaged.  
Use in conjunction with a foam roller for the best results. 

DIMENSIONS QTY HARDNESS CODE

6CMØ [0.25KG] SET OF 3
SOFT 
MEDIUM 
HARD

FMASSBALSET

BLUE = SOFT 

GREEN = MEDIUM 

GREY = HARD
TRIGGER POINT 
MASSAGE BALL SET
SET OF 3
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COLOUR RESISTANCE STRENGTH CODE

GREEN LIGHT
2X STRETCH = 3KG 
3X STRETCH = 5KG

FTUBESAFEL

BLUE MEDIUM
2X STRETCH = 5KG 
3X STRETCH = 7.5KG

FTUBESAFEM

RED STRONG
2X STRETCH = 7.5KG 
3X STRETCH = 12KG

FTUBESAFES

BLACK X-STRONG
2X STRETCH = 9KG 
3X STRETCH = 14KG

FTUBESAFEXS

Fitness-Mad’s Resistance Tubes are made from a multi-stranded 
rubber core with a protective nylon covering, which prevents 
the possibility of sudden tube failure that can occur with latex 
tubing. The rubber offers natural and progressive resistance and 
avoids the possibility of latex allergies. Available in 3 strengths 
with comfortable integral foam covered handles. The resistance 
level is marked on the handles to make identification easier when 
using in a class or studio environment. The tube comes with a 
user guide featuring 10 key resistance exercises for a total body 
workout. 

MAX. TUBE STRETCH 3 TIMES ORIGINAL LENGTH. 

COLOUR RESISTANCE CODE

LIGHT BLUE LIGHT FTUBE08L-LR

PINK MEDIUM FTUBE08L-MR

DARK BLUE STRONG FTUBE08L-SR

 

Our Studio Pro Safety Resistance Trainers offer a safe alternative to 
naked latex resistance tubes without compromising performance. 

The protection sleeve virtually removes the risks associated 
with latex tube failure and also extends the life of the latex tube. 
Supplied with a 12 page A5 resistance training guide covering 19 key 
resistance exercises for a total body workout and a door attachment 
that enables you to turn the Resistance Trainer into a gym. For use in 
a class or studio environment.

LENGTH: Industry standard length tube of 120cm.  
Total length including handles 155cm. 

STRETCH: 4 times original length.  
TPR handles provide a comfortable grip. 

4 COLOUR  

CODED 

STRENGTHS 

+ RESISTANCE  

LEVEL ON 

HANDLE

DOOR 
ATTACHMENT

RETAIL PACKED WITH USER GUIDE.

COLOUR RESISTANCE CODE

LIGHT BLUE LIGHT FTUBE08PLAIN-L

PINK MEDIUM FTUBE08PLAIN-M

DARK BLUE STRONG FTUBE08PLAIN-S

 

NON-RETAIL PACKED - CLUB OR STUDIO USE.  
NO USER GUIDE.

RESISTANCE 
TUBES
STUDIO PRO 
SAFETY 
RESISTANCE 
TRAINERS

RESISTANCE TUBES
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Our Resistance Bands are available in packs of 10 or individually. Each 
band is sealed in its own zip lock bag plus there is one user guide 
per 10 pack. Ideal for clubs, 10 packs are a much more professional 
alternative to buying rolls. 

ITEM COLOUR RESISTANCE CODE

MUTLIPACK 
OF 10

RED LIGHT FRESBAND9LX10

MUTLIPACK 
OF 10

BLUE MEDIUM FRESBAND9MX10

MUTLIPACK 
OF 10

BLACK STRONG FRESBAND9SX10

COLOUR RESISTANCE SUITABLE FOR CODE

RED LIGHT BEGINNERS/REHAB FRESBAND9L

BLUE MEDIUM FAMILIAR/MODERATE FRESBAND9M

BLACK STRONG STRONG/ATHLETIC FRESBAND9S

Resistance bands are ideal for use in Pilates, for resistance workouts or 
rehabilitation. Latex bands have the best and most progressive elasticity 
and offer smooth, even resistance. Our bands have the resistance rating 
and safety warnings written on the band, making them ideal for studio 
use. Supplied in a blister pack with user guide.

CHOICE OF 3 STRENGTHS.  

WARNING:  
ALL OUR BANDS ARE LATEX. DO NOT USE IF ALLERGIC.

ITEM COLOUR RESISTANCE CODE

SINGLE BAND RED LIGHT FRESBAND9LO

SINGLE BAND BLUE MEDIUM FRESBAND9MO

SINGLE BAND BLACK STRONG FRESBAND9SO

 

SINGLE BAND PACKED IN PE BAG FOR CLUB OR STUDIO 
USE. PLEASE NOTE: NO USER GUIDE. 

For teachers, physiotherapists or studios 
wishing to cut bands to custom lengths 
or save a little money, we offer 15m rolls 
of resistance bands. The band is marked 
with repeating safety warnings for use in a 
commercial environment.

WARNING: ALL OUR BANDS ARE 
LATEX. DO NOT USE IF ALLERGIC. 

COLOUR RESISTANCE CODE

RED LIGHT FRESBANDL15

BLUE MEDIUM FRESBANDM15

BLACK STRONG FRESBANDS15

 

BANDS AVAILABLE IN 10 PACKS - FOR CLUBS OR STUDIOS.

RESISTANCE 
BANDS
RESISTANCE BANDS
WITH USER GUIDE

RESISTANCE BANDS
STUDIO MULTI PACKS

RESISTANCE BANDS
ROLLS OF 15M X 15CMCODE

FRESKITB

KIT INCLUDES: 
3 BANDS (150CM X 10CM)  

IN LIGHT, MEDIUM &  
STRONG RESISTANCE, 

ONE PAIR OF CLIPS  
& EXERCISE GUIDE.

The complete resistance solution that  
is small enough to fit in your pocket  
- a truly portable gym! 

By combining different bands using  
the innovative handles you can create seven 
different levels of resistance,  
as well as creating loops for leg  
to leg or tricep exercises.

WARNING:  
ALL OUR BANDS ARE LATEX.  
DO NOT USE IF ALLERGIC.

RESISTANCE BAND KIT
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RESISTANCE 
BANDS Fitness-Mad’s Power Resistance Loop enables you to work out 

almost anywhere. The specially designed, heavy-duty resistance 
bands are perfect for strength and core conditioning as well as 
rehabilitation of muscles and joints. Power Loops are 104cm in 
diameter.

CHOICE OF 5 STRENGTHS.

KG RESISTANCE SUITABLE FOR CODE

2-16KG
X-LIGHT  
(RED)

REHAB FPOWERLXL

4-23KG
LIGHT  
(BLACK)

BEGINNERS FPOWERLL

11-36KG
MEDIUM  
(LIGHT BLUE)

MODERATE FPOWERLM

23-54KG
STRONG  
(GREEN)

STRONG/ATHLETIC FPOWERLS

27-68KG
X-STRONG  
(DARK BLUE)

POWER LIFTER FPOWERLXS

SET OF 3
LIGHT, MEDIUM, 
STRONG

ALL LEVELS FPOWERSET

WARNING:  
ALL OUR BANDS ARE LATEX. DO NOT USE IF ALLERGIC.

POWER RESISTANCE 
LOOPS

DIMENSIONS SIZE COLOUR CODE

66CM SMALL BLUE FSQUATBANDS

76CM MEDIUM LIME GREEN FSQUATBANDM

86CM LARGE GREY FSQUATBANDL

66CM, 76CM & 86CM S, M & L
LIGHT BLUE
LIME GREEN
GREY

FSQUATBANDSET

Squat bands are a great way to build the glute and leg muscles. 
Activate your muscles as part of a dynamic warm-up, or use for a 
serious lower body workout by itself or as part of your weight training 
routine. Extra wide with a non-slip lining to help reduce the band 
bunching and moving as you exercise. Available in 3 different sizes so 
you can find your perfect fit.

CHOICE OF 3 SIZES.

WARNING:  
ALL OUR BANDS ARE LATEX. DO NOT USE IF ALLERGIC.

SQUAT BANDS

Get all the power you need from this little pack. Fitness-Mad’s Mini 
Power Loops provide you with 5 bands of varying strength; extra light, 
light, medium, strong and extra strong, meaning you can choose the 
bands to suit your level of fitness and help you progress. Perfect for 
use as part of your regular workout routine to make those exercises a 
little bit harder or use as part of a rehabilitation programme. Carry bag 
included.

WARNING:  
ALL OUR BANDS ARE LATEX. DO NOT USE IF ALLERGIC.

DIMENSIONS CODE

30.6CMØ FPOWERMINI

MINI POWER LOOPS
SET OF 5

Ideal for Rehab, Strength Training 
and Core Conditioning these fabric 
resistance loops are made from durable 
polyester blended cotton yarn (85% 
Polyester-15% Cotton) combined with 
latex to ensure resistance and durability. 
Soft non-slip material maximises 
comfort and helps to avoid skin irritation 
and they are lightweight & portable.

SIZE STRENGTH CODE

1M EXTRA LIGHT FFABRICRLL

1M MEDIUM FFABRICRLM

1M STRONG FFABRICRLS

FABRIC RESISTANCE 
LOOP NEW
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RESISTANCE 
BANDS

These bands are the same as the Mini Power Loops Set Of 5 but sold 
separately in their individual strengths. Perfect for buying in bulk 
for physios, clubs, gyms, or for those looking for a certain individual 
strength band to include in their gym bag or home gym kit.

WARNING:  
ALL OUR BANDS ARE LATEX. DO NOT USE IF ALLERGIC.

PACK SIZE STRENGTH CODE

5 BANDS EXTRA LIGHT FPMINIXL5PK

5 BANDS LIGHT FPMINIL5PK

10 BANDS LIGHT FPMINIL10PK

5 BANDS MEDIUM FPMINIM5PK

10 BANDS MEDIUM FPMINIM10PK

5 BANDS STRONG FPMINIS5PK

10 BANDS STRONG FPMINIS10PK

5 BANDS EXTRA STRONG FPMINIXS5PK

Now sold separately in their 
individual strengths in packs of 5 
or 10! Perfect for buying in bulk for 
physios, clubs, gyms and retailers.

WARNING:  
ALL OUR BANDS ARE  
LATEX. DO NOT USE  
IF ALLERGIC.

SIZE STRENGTH CODE

30.6CMØ EXTRA LIGHT FPMINIXL

30.6CMØ LIGHT FPMINIL

30.6CMØ MEDIUM FPMINIM

30.6CMØ STRONG FPMINIS

30.6CMØ EXTRA STRONG FPMINIXS

MINI POWER LOOPS
INDIVIDUALS

MINI POWER LOOPS
PACK OF 5 & 10

DIMENSIONS CODE

8CM FHANDLOOP5

8cm FHANDLOOP10

The hand band is an easy to use finger, hand and forearm exercise; 
perfect for sports people, musicians, climbers and fitness enthusiasts.

This box includes 5 strengths; 
Yellow - Extra light
Green - Light
Red - Medium 
Blue - Strong 
Black - Extra Strong

WARNING:  
ALL OUR BANDS ARE LATEX. DO NOT USE IF ALLERGIC.

HAND LOOPS
SET OF 5 & 10

NEW
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Fitness-Mad’s 40” Studio Pro Rebounder Trampoline is a commercial 
grade rebounder that is the ideal tool for zero impact aerobic exercise 
whether for use in the gym or at home. Rebounding is fantastic 
exercise but it is essential to have a quality rebounder as most budget 
rebounders offer a jarring, noisy and unpleasant bouncing experience. 
With the Studio Pro Rebounder, the bounce is smooth, offering the 
perfect exercise platform. Rebounding improves circulation, increases 
the capacity of your heart and lungs and builds strength and stamina, 
boosting all round fitness. Regular use improves muscle tone around 
the legs, thighs, abdomen, hips and arms, improving coordination and 
balance. 

Please note: This Rebounder is designed for adult use only. If children 
use this Rebounder there is a risk that their feet can slip between the 
springs and potentially result in an injury to the foot, ankle or leg. Max. 
user weight 125kg.

KEY FEATURES
+SPRINGS: Spring quality is essential for a good bounce, hence 
we use 36 high quality 32mm diameter barrel springs rather than 
commonly used 18mm straight springs. 

+SPRING MOUNTING: Our springs attach to the frame using a 
riveted barrel pin, rather than hooking directly into the frame. This 
reduces noise when bouncing and makes the bounce smoother.

+FRAME: A strong frame is essential to ensure a long life, our frame is 
made from robotically welded, heavy gauge powder coated steel which 
is 30-40% heavier than budget rebounders. 

+REBOUNDER BED: Strong polypropylene bed with nylon thread 
stitching securely attach the bed to the springs. 

+SPRING COVER: We use a smaller spring cover than on many  
competitors trampolines as this ensures a larger bounce area and  
reduces unnecessary damage to the cover. The cover is made  
from durable 420 denier oxford nylon, which offers greater  
durability and tear resistance than commonly used PVC. 

+LEGS: Six 22.5cm (9”) legs which fold down without tools, making 
storing your rebounder easier and faster. Feet are tipped with extra wide 
rubber feet which offer improved grip and will not mark the floor. 

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

102CMØ X 25.4CM [10KG] BLACK/GREEN FTRAMP40B

ABOVE CLOSE UP: 
Close up of folding 
chrome leg, oversize 
spring & riveted barrel 
spring.

AEROBIC 
EQUIPMENT
40” STUDIO PRO 
REBOUNDER 
TRAMPOLINE
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Studio Aerobic Step supplied with 4 feet, enables adjustment  
to 11. 16 or 21cm. Feet and base have non-slip pads. Available  
as a complete set or as individual pieces. Max. user weight 120kg, 
manufactured from HDPE.

Need a speed rope which can keep up with you? The Fitness-
Mad Ultra Speed Jump Rope is fast, tangle proof and intelligently 
designed with a metal bearing, smooth turning system to never 
slow you down. Ideal for CrossFit, Double Unders, HIIT, Cardio, MMA 
& Boxing training to boost speed, agility and coordination. The 
attractive knurling pattern on the handle is also practical, helping to 
prevent the handles sliding from your grip as you get the sweatiest 
of workouts. Quickly adjust the length of the rope to suit the user 
height with the quick-adjust system for a lightening fast skipping 
experience. Aluminium handles with PVC coated steel rope and steel 
screw adjust system. 

3M MAX. LENGTH. 

This is our studio quality Speed Rope offering a durable smooth-turning 
rope with free-spinning handles to ensure a perfect skipping arc, 
suitable for all general skipping routines. Colour coded handles make 
these ropes ideal for a studio environment. Speed Ropes also available in 
non-retail packaging for clubs or studios.

ITEM DIMENSIONS CODE

PLATFORM SET [INC. X4 
FEET]

1.1M X 41CM X 21CM
 [9.5KGS]

FSTEP20

INDIVIDUAL FEET 5CM RISE [0.9KGS] FSTEPFT18

INDIVIDUAL PLATFORM
1.1M X 41CM X 11CM
[4KGS]

FSTEPPLAT20

LENGTH SUITABLE FOR
CODE 
(RETAIL 
PACKED)

CODE 
(SPEED 
ROPE ONLY)

8FT [240CM] THOSE UNDER 5’4” FSKIPSP-8 FSKIP-8

9FT [270CM] THOSE 5’4” - 5’10” FSKIPSP-9 FSKIP-9

10FT [304CM] THOSE 5’11”+ FSKIPSP-10 FSKIP-10

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

3M MAX. LENGTH BLACK/SILVER FSKIPUSR

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

2 X 0.5KG PINK/BLACK FDBELLHAND05

2 X 0.75KG PURPLE/BLACK FDBELLHAND3Q

2 X 1KG GREEN/BLACK FDBELLHAND1

2 X 1.25KG BLUE/BLACK FDBELLHAND1Q

2 X 1.5KG GREY/BLACK FDBELLHAND1H

Our professional Leather Weighted Jump Rope is designed for 
endurance training and for those who prefer a traditional style of rope. 
Hi-speed turning handles provide a 
tractionless, smooth turning 
feel with foam handles for 
added shock absorption. 

3M LENGTH. 
0.3G ADDER WEIGHTS.

Fitness-Mad’s Pro Handweights with straps are made from steel 
handle with non-slip NBR foam covering for a soft and comfortable 
grip, complete with elasticated strap for added safety. Great for use 
while walking, jogging and aerobics as they help to tone your arms and 
increase workout intensity. Available in 5 weights; 0.5kg, 0.75kg, 1kg, 
1.25kg & 1.5kg.

8FT

10FT

9FT

AEROBIC 
EQUIPMENT
STUDIO AEROBIC STEP

LEATHER WEIGHTED 
JUMP ROPE

SPEED ROPE

ULTRA SPEED JUMP 
ROPE

PRO HANDWEIGHTS

LENGTH CODE

3M FSKIPLR17
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Turn your door frame into a workstation with our deluxe doorway gym 
bar. Use the bar high in the door frame for pull ups, crunches and chin 
ups or, at the bottom of the door frame for sit ups or an abdominal 
workout. Double action opening makes the door gym quick to set 
up and the large non-marking pads ensure a secure grip and prevent 
damage to the door frame. Foam grips add extra comfort. Includes 
support brackets and basic exercise guide. 

Please note: Maximum user weight 100kg. Suitable for door widths from 
63cm to 100cm with a door jamb of at least 6cm. Not suitable for door 
frames made of soft wood, door frames in stud (plasterboard) walls or 
doors adjacent to a window frame. Not warranted for commercial use.

MAX. USE WEIGHT CODE

100KG FCHINUP

The Pro Suspension Trainer is the perfect body weight workout tool. This 
portable lightweight training system weighs a mere 1.2kgs allowing the 
user to workout anytime, anywhere. Use your own body as resistance 
and strengthen arms and chest, whilst also building muscle and burning 
unwanted fat. Suspension Training increases flexibility and endurance 
and helps to develop and maintain a strong core.

SPECIFICATIONS:  
The Pro Suspension Trainer is built to last using hi-strength polyester 
webbing with industrial bartack stitching. Our unique steel T-fastener 
buckle allows for quick adjustment of the apex style straps which 
adjust from 1.2m to 2.5m (excluding the anchor strap) to suit users of 
all sizes and abilities. The apex suspension straps attach to our 1.25m 
anchor strap, which offers 5 attachment positions when used with the 
integral door jamb. Alternatively the anchor strap can be clipped to a 
wall eyelet (not included) or wrapped around a tree or secure object 
with a circumference of up to 1.1m for complete flexibility on where you 
workout. Quality ABS padded hand grips with integrated foot cradles 
for use in ground-based exercises and a mesh carry bag complete the 
package.

SAFETY NOTE:  
The Pro Suspension Trainer has been independently load tested to over 
450kgs(1000lbs) to ensure your safety and high performance in use.

MAX. USER WEIGHT CODE

125KG FSUSPTRAIN

 

STRENGTH 
& POWER

PRO SUSPENSION 
TRAINER
450KG TESTED

ADJUSTABLE DOORWAY 
GYM BAR

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

46.5 CM D X 33CM W X 46.5 CM H GREY/BLACK FNORDCURL-GRY

The Nordic Curl strap can not only be used for Nordic Curls but is a 
great addition for your home gym or on-the-go set up as it can be an 
aid for various ab and core workouts, along with squats. Whether you’re 
a beginner or advanced user this strap can help you reach your goals 
anywhere!

NORDIC HAMSTRING 
CURL STRAP

NEW
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WEIGHT COLOUR CODE

4KG PINK FKETTLE4

6KG YELLOW FKETTLE6

8KG PURPLE FKETTLE8

10KG RASPBERRY FKETTLE10

12KG GREEN FKETTLE12

16KG BLUE FKETTLE16

20KG RED FKETTLE20

24KG BLACK FKETTLE24

WEIGHT COLOUR CODE

4KG BLACK FKETTLEBLK4

6KG BLACK FKETTLEBLK6

8KG BLACK FKETTLEBLK8

10KG BLACK FKETTLEBLK10

20KG BLACK FKETTLEBLK20

The kettlebell is a highly popular exercise tool amongst athletes, 
fitness enthusiasts and martial artists as kettlebell training delivers 
an unparalleled fitness workout. Working with kettlebells increases 
muscular and cardio systems with dynamic, total-body movements. 
Whether you want to burn fat, develop your cardio fitness or increase 
your strength it can all be done with a kettlebell. 

Our kettlebells feature an oversized powder coated handle for excellent 
grip with one or two hands, whilst allowing for a full and fluid motion. 
The base of each kettlebell is covered with a heavy duty vinyl skin to help 
to protect the floor. 

STRENGTH 
& POWER
KETTLEBELLS
4-24KGS
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Neoprene coated dumbbells for aerobic and fitness training. Two 
flat edge ends prevent the dumbbells from rolling away. Supplied 
boxed in pairs. Note: No branding on box, only on retail tag around the 
handle.

Offering most of the benefits of a standard Medicine Ball with the 
added advantage that the Double Grip increases control and ability 
to cope with heavier weights and enables single handed use. Double 
Grip Medicine Balls are not suitable for bouncing exercises. One piece 
moulded rubber ball with 2 integral handles, easy to grip with one or 
two hands.            
SIZE: 27.5CM IN DIAMETER.

WEIGHT COLOUR CODE

2X 1KG BLACK FDBELLBLK1

2X 2KG BLACK FDBELLBLK2

2X 3KG BLACK FDBELLBLK3

2X 4KG BLACK FDBELLBLK4

WEIGHT COLOUR CODE

2X 0.5KG PINK FDBELL05

2X 1KG PURPLE FDBELL1

2X 1.5KG GREEN FDBELL1HALF

2X 2KG BLUE FDBELL2

2X 3KG ORANGE FDBELL3

2X 4KG RED FDBELL4

2X 5KG BLACK FDBELL5

2X 6KG BLACK FDBELL6

WEIGHT COLOUR CODE

4KG YELLOW FMEDDG4

6KG BLUE FMEDDG6

8KG ORANGE FMEDDG8

9KG RED FMEDDG9

10KG PURPLE FMEDDG10

STRENGTH 
POWER
DUMBBELLS
0.5KG - 5KG

DOUBLE GRIP MEDICINE 
BALLS
4-10KGS

The Slam Ball is an explosive way to train. This piece of equipment 
is so versatile it can be used for a huge variety of exercises and 
is the ideal tool for Boot Camps, Fitness Instructors, CrossFit, 
Circuits and more. Use it to strengthen the core, increase flexibility 
and improve upper and lower body conditioning as well as 
coordination. Made from PVC with sand filling.

WEIGHT DIMENSIONS CODE

4KG 28CMØ FSLAMBALL4

6KG 28CMØ FSLAMBALL6

8KG 28CMØ FSLAMBALL8

10KG 28CMØ FSLAMBALL10

SLAM BALLS
4-10KGS

The Medicine Ball is an excellent tool for a complete body 
workout, especially when combined with a Swiss Ball. Use it 
to strengthen shoulders, back, arms and legs and to develop 
abdominal strength. Unlike weight machines that are bolted 
to the floor and give a limited unnatural movement, the 
medicine ball provides weight-resistance through a full 
range of motion, plus being made from rubber means they 
are waterproof and easy to grip. Ideal for athletes, boxers, 
golfers and racquet sports players. 

WEIGHT DIMENSIONS CODE

1KG 17.5 CMØ FMEDBALLR1

2KG 19 CMØ FMEDBALLR2

3KG 23 CMØ FMEDBALLR3

4KG 23 CMØ FMEDBALLR4

5KG 23 CMØ FMEDBALLR5

RUBBER MEDICINE 
BALLS
1-5KGS NEW
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Made from premium quality 
leather, the Fitness-Mad weight 
lifting belt is designed to offer 
exceptional back support when 
performing heavy lifts. Fully 
adjustable with strong metal 
buckle closure. The contoured 
shape ensures a snug fit to the 
lower back.

The Fitness-Mad Weight Lifting Belt is 
designed to offer extra back support when 
performing heavy lifts. This sturdy 
neoprene belt is fully adjustable 
with a Velcro closure and strong 
metal buckle. The contoured 
shape ensures a snug fit to the 
lower back.

SIZE WAIST CM WAIST INCH CODE

MEDIUM 61-76CM 30-36” FBELTPROL4-M

LARGE 77-94CM 36-44” FBELTPROL4-L

EXTRA LARGE 95-111CM 43-49” FBELTPROL4-XL

Lifting straps help with heavy lifting by providing a more secure grip of 
the bar. Features comfortable neoprene wrist pad on heavy duty cotton 
webbing strap.  

Support your wrists and relieve pressure 
when performing kettlebell exercises 
with this Kettlebell Wrist Guard.

Climb higher, train harder, improve 
grip strength and dramatically reduce 
sweating. Allowing you to maximise your 
output and focus on what’s important. 
You will lift more weight and more reps 
with even your heaviest lift!

DIMENSIONS CODE

61CM X 38MM [SOLD IN PAIRS] FSWWPAD

SIZE CODE

SMALL FSUPPORTKET-S

MEDIUM FSUPPORTKET-M

LARGE FSUPPORTKET-L

EXTRA LARGE FSUPPORTKET-XL

CODE

YBLOCKCHLK2

Liquid Chalk puts an end to worrying about 
losing grip. It does not harm or transfer to 
equipment or clothing and does not create a 
powdery mess that traditional powder, block 
or chalk ball methods can leave. It is also a 
healthier alternative because it vastly reduces 
dust inhalation. Applications include climbing, 
gymnastics, yoga and weight lifting.

SIZE CODE

50ML FLCHALK50

100ML FLCHALK100

250ML YLQDCHLK

SIZE WAIST CM WAIST INCH CODE

SMALL 70-85CM 27.5”-30” FBELT4-S

MEDIUM 81-96CM 32-37” FBELT4-M

LARGE 94-109CM 37-42” FBELT4-L

EXTRA LARGE 108-124CM 42-50” FBELT4-XL

Fitness-Mad Weight Lifting Support 
Wraps are excellent for preventing 
injury when doing heavy bench press, 
overhead press and other weight lifting 
movements. They are also great for use 
after injury for supporting sore or painful 
wrists during rehabilitation.  

DIMENSIONS CODE

39CM X 8CM [SOLD IN PAIRS] FSUPPORT40

These Fitness-Mad Weight Lifting Knee Support Wraps are perfect 
for competitive powerlifters and bodybuilders to support the knees. 
Designed to be wrapped around the knees to help reduce stress and 
pulling forces on the quadricep tendons, thus reducing the risk of 
tearing your tendons or quad muscles. Material: Polyester/cotton/elastic.

STRENGTH 
ACCESSORIES
LEATHER WEIGHT 
LIFTING BELT

WEIGHT LIFTING 
BELT

WEIGHT LIFTING WRIST 
SUPPORT STRAPS

WEIGHT LIFTING KNEE 
SUPPORT STRAPS

LIFTING STRAPS

KETTLEBELL 
WRIST SUPPORTCHALK BLOCKS

PAIR

LIQUID CHALK

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

167CM [L] PER WRAP [SOLD 
IN PAIRS]

BLACK/GREEN FSUPPORTKNEE

NEW
NEW

NEW 
SIZES
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Our Cross Training & Fitness Gloves are perfect 
for weight lifting or general fitness training. The 
leather palm with soft padding offers great 
comfort and a good grip, whilst the half finger 
design has pull off tabs for easy removal and a 
two layer stretch-spandex back for breathability.The Power Lift Gloves from Fitness-Mad 

are highly supportive for heavy lifting, with 
a 55mm wide wrap to help stabilise your 
wrists. Perfect for weight lifting, CrossFit, or 
general fitness training, the soft padding 
provides comfort and durability whilst 
the breathable open back design helps to 
keep hands cool. The gloves also protect 
your hands from blisters and calluses, as 
well as providing optimum grip with pads 
on the inside of the palms.

Classic design fitness gloves with cotton mesh 
back for extra breathability and padded leather 
palm for a comfortable and effective grip.  

SIZE COLOUR CODE

SMALL/MEDIUM BLACK/GREEN FGLOVELIFT-SM

LARGE/EXTRA LARGE BLACK/GREEN FGLOVELIFT-LXL

= PACKAGED FOR RETAIL SALE

Fitness-Mad Glove Wrap are highly supportive for heavy 
weight lifting. The 50mm wide heavy duty 
cotton wrist wrap helps stabilise the wrist 
during lifts while the palm, fingers and 
thumb feature a double layer of durable 
suede with a 5mm foam core that 
absorbs vibration and provides maximum 
protection to the hand. The extra stretchy 
4-way spandex back is breathable to 
keep your hands cool during your workout. 
Double stitched throughout with piped edges 
for extra comfort and additional reinforcement.

SIZE COLOUR CODE

SMALL BLACK FGLOVEWW-S

MEDIUM BLACK FGLOVEWW-M

LARGE BLACK FGLOVEWW-L

EXTRA LARGE BLACK FGLOVEWW-XL

SIZE COLOUR CODE

SMALL/MEDIUM BLACK FGLOVEB-SM

LARGE/EXTRA LARGE BLACK FGLOVEB-LXL

Our Women’s Cross Training Gloves 
are perfect for weight lifting 
or general fitness training. 
The soft padded alcantara 
artificial suede palm offers great 
comfort and a good grip, whilst 
the half finger design features 
pull off tabs for easy removal and 
two layer stretch-spandex back for 
breathability. 

SIZE CODE (BLUE) CODE (PINK)

SMALL FGLOVECWBLU-S FGLOVECWPNK-S

MEDIUM FGLOVECWBLU-M FGLOVECWPNK-M

Train harder with a pair of Fitness Gloves by 
Fitness-Mad. These gloves will protect your hands 
whilst weight training. Made from lightweight and 
breathable fabric makes them feel barely there and 
the finger tabs make their removal after a sweaty 
session that bit easier. The comfort padding lines 
the palm on specific spots which take more of the 
strain, to help reduce impact and callouses.

SIZE COLOUR CODE

S/M & L/XL (MENS) BLACK/GREEN FGLOVESYNM

S/M & L/XL (WOMENS) BLACK/BLUE FGLOVESYNW

STRENGTH 
ACCESSORIES
POWER LIFT GLOVES

CROSS TRAINING & 
FITNESS GLOVES

MESH FITNESS 
GLOVES

FITNESS GLOVES

WEIGHT LIFTING GLOVES

WOMEN’S CROSS 
TRAINING GLOVES

SIZE COLOUR CODE

SMALL BLACK/GREEN FGLOVECGRN-S

MEDIUM BLACK/GREEN FGLOVECGRN-M

LARGE BLACK/GREEN FGLOVECGRN-L

EXTRA LARGE BLACK/GREEN FGLOVECGRN-XL
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Our Cross Training & Fitness Gloves are perfect 
for weight lifting or general fitness training. The 
leather palm with soft padding offers great 
comfort and a good grip, whilst the half finger 
design has pull off tabs for easy removal and a 
two layer stretch-spandex back for breathability.

Train harder with a pair of Fitness Gloves by 
Fitness-Mad. These gloves will protect your hands 
whilst weight training. Made from lightweight and 
breathable fabric makes them feel barely there and 
the finger tabs make their removal after a sweaty 
session that bit easier. The comfort padding lines 
the palm on specific spots which take more of the 
strain, to help reduce impact and callouses.

These Neoprene Wrist & Ankle Weights 
help to increase the intensity of your 
workout, allowing you to incrementally 
build your strength and endurance 
as well as improve muscle tone and 
aid weightloss. Great for using while 
walking, jogging, running, sprinting, 
during aerobics, cycling, kick boxing, 
and even treadmill training, or as part 
of your regular workout. Made from 
neoprene material which is breathable 
for a more comfortable fit and filled 
with iron sand. Velcro attachment with 
metal D-ring. Can be wiped clean with 
a damp cloth. 

Please note: Dimensions do not include Velcro tab which extends 
futher than the length of padded area.

Fitness-Mad’s Wrist & Ankle Weights feature a unique double 
fastening system to ensure a snug, friction free fit. There are no 
buckles to stick in to you and the weight is evenly distributed for 
maximum comfort. The weights attach easily over wrist or ankle 
to increase the intensity of your workout routine. 

WEIGHT DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

2X 0.5KG 23CM [L] X 8.1CM [W] BLACK FANKLEB1

2X 1KG 28CM [L] X 11CM [W] BLACK FANKLEB2

2X 2KG 29.5CM [L] X 12.5CM [W] BLACK FANKLEB4

WEIGHT DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

2X 0.5KG 14CM [L] X 10CM [W] BLACK/GREY FANKLE1

2X 1KG 17CM [L] X 13CM [W] BLACK/GREY FANKLE2

Build your core and develop your abs 
with the Duo Ab Wheel from Fitness-
Mad. Providing greater stability with 
a two wheeled design and the ability 
to workout on any smooth floor. 
Lightweight and portable.

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

40CM [WIDTH] BLACK/GREEN FABWHEEL2

STRENGTH 
ACCESSORIES
WRIST & ANKLE 
WEIGHTS

WRIST & ANKLE 
WEIGHTS

DUO AB WHEEL

The ergonomically angled 
handles from Fitness-Mad 
reduce stress on the wrists and 
forearms during your workout. 
The robust TPE rubber on top 
of the handles provide extra 
grip and stability, leaving you 
free to develop muscles in both 
the arms, shoulders, and the chest. The handles are lightweight and easily 
transportable providing convenience when training in different locations. 
There are also rubber stoppers on the base of the handles to avoid them 
slipping on surfaces when in use. Made from polypropylene handles/TPE 
handle grips and feet.

COLOUR CODE

BLACK/GREEN FPUSHUP2

PUSH UP STANDS 
(PAIR)

= PACKAGED FOR RETAIL SALE

Sliding disks are the ultimate accessory for 
strengthening and toning your abs. Simply 
place your feet and/or hands and slide 
them across any floor surface; green plastic 
side can be used on soft surfaces (e.g. 
Carpet), and black foam side can slide on 
hard surfaces (e.g. Laminate flooring). You can 
perform bodyweight exercises such as mountain climbers, knee tucks, 
and more. These dual-sided sliding disks are lightweight and easy to 
carry so you can do your ab training from anywhere!

SLIDING DISCS (PAIR) NEW

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

17.5CMØ BLACK/GREEN FDISCSLIDE
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Smelly sports bag? Stinky boxing gloves? Smell no 
more with our sports odor absorbers. Use in gloves, 
shoes or sports bags to stop smells and kill off germs.

These deodorisers contain active charcoal which 
works by removing moisture and killing 
bacteria and stopping mold/mildew. 
Recharge by leaving in direct sunlight once 
a month for at least one hour. Cover made 
from polyester with metal eyelet for retail 
sale. Fragrance free, non-toxic and bamboo 
charcoal filling.

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

18CM [L] X 7CM [W] LIGHT BLUE FOABSORBMULTI

= PACKAGED FOR RETAIL SALE

Our superior quality Aluminium Hand Grips are built for ultimate 
performance and durability. These hand grip strengtheners provide 
resistance to help develop muscles and strengthen the forearms, hands, 
wrists and fingers. Ideal for improving performance for weight lifting, 
climbing, tennis and golf, plus it can be used for improving strength 
for daily activities. Made from premium grade aluminium for optimum 
durability, an attractive anti-slip engraved knurling pattern and high 
quality steel spring. 

Choose from five different strengths to suit your requirements  
and upgrade as you get stronger! 

RESISTANCE COLOUR CODE

STAGE 1 [30KG] SILVER FGRIPC-XL

STAGE 2 [45KG] BLUE FGRIPC-L

STAGE 3 [60KG] GREEN FGRIPC-M

STAGE 4 [90KG] PURPLE FGRIPC-S

STAGE 5 [110KG] BLACK FGRIPC-XS

GYM 
ACCESSORIES
ALUMINIUM HAND 
GRIPS

SPORTS ODOUR 
ABSORBER

Increase your grip strength with this adjustable 
hand grip exerciser from Fitness-Mad. Dial 
up the resistance from 10kg to 30kg for a 
challenging hand and grip workout. Perfect 
for physiotherapy, rehabilitation, as 
well as general hand grip strength 
improvement. Ideal for improving 
performance for weightlifters, 
climbers, tennis players, and golfers, plus it 
can be used for improving strength for daily 
activities. No need to purchase multiple 
hand exercisers, just use the dial to 
increase resistance as you get stronger!

RESISTANCE COLOUR CODE

10-30KG GREEN FGRIPPRO30

HAND GRIP EXERCISER

NEW

Reaction balls are designed 
to bounce in an erratic and 
unpredictable fashion and are used 
to help improve agility, hand-eye 
coordination and reaction time. A 
great training tool for all ball sports - 
use against a wall or with a partner.

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

7CM [0.1KG] BLUE FREACTS

9CM [0.2KG] RED FREACTL

REACTION 
BALLS

This specially formulated thermo-plastic 
rubber egg is the modern solution for 
strengthening wrists, hands, forearms 
and fingers as well as increasing hand 
coordination. Simply squeeze the egg in 
any plane to target the required muscle. 
Ideal for players of all racquet sports and 
for rehabilitation, also a great anti-stress 
too. Available in three strengths.  

RESISTANCE COLOUR CODE

LIGHT PINK FGRIPF-L

MEDIUM PURPLE FGRIPF-M

STRONG GREEN FGRIPF-S

STRONG GRIP HAND 
EXERCISERS

Designed to help develop muscles and 
strengthen the forearms, hands, wrists, 
and fingetrs as well as increase flexibility 
and relieve joint pain and stiffness. Ideal 
for improving performance for weight lifters, 
climbers, tennis players, and golfers, plus they can be used for improving 
strength for daily activities. 

Choose your level from Light (Blue), Medium (Green),  
or Strong (Grey).

COLOUR CODE

BLUE, GREEN & GREY FGRIP3

HAND THERAPY BALLS
SET OF 3
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SIZE(S) XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL

THICKNESS 5MM & 7MM

COLOURS BLACK

CODE 5MM: R-105366-01             
7MM: R-105466-01

RX carbon black
Lift heavier and perform better, the RX Knee Sleeve 
Carbon Black is the latest edition to the Rehband 
range. Available in 5mm and 7mm, in 6 different 
sizes: XS-XXL. Can be used where there are 
requirements of no visible logos, i.e. Competitions, 
or work-related situations. The RX Knee Sleeve 
Cardon Black is classified as a medical device.

RX Knee Sleeve Carbon Black

SIZE(S) S/M/L/XL/XXL

THICKNESS 7MM

COLOURS BLUE

CODE R-7084

RX Original Knee Sleeve

RX KNEE SLEEVES

SIZE(S) XS/S/M/L/XL

THICKNESS 5MM & 7MM

COLOUR CAMO/BLACK

CODE 5MM: R-105317-01
7MM: R-105417-02

SIZE(S) XS/S/M/L/XL

THICKNESS 5MM & 7MM

COLOUR STEEL GREY/BLACK

CODE 5MM: R-105309-01 
7MM: R-105409-01

SIZE(S) XS/S/M/L/XL

THICKNESS 5MM

COLOUR NAVY/BLACK

CODE R-105308-02

SIZE(S) XXS/XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL

THICK-
NESS

5MM & 7MM

COLOUR BLACK

CODE 5MM: R-105306-04
7MM: R-105406-05

SIZE(S) XS/S/M/L/XL

THICKNESS 5MM

COLOUR PINK/BLACK

CODE R-105333-03

SIZE(S) XXS/XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL

THICKNESS 3MM

COLOUR BLACK

CODE R-105206-04

SIZE(S) XS/S/M/L/XL

THICKNESS 3MM

COLOUR RED/BLACK

CODE R-105236-02

SIZE(S)
XS/S/M/L/XL/
XXL

COLOUR BLACK

CODE R-125506-01

SIZE(S) XS/S/M/L/XL

THICKNESS 3MM

COLOUR BLUE

CODE R-7953
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QD WRIST  
SUPPORT
SIZE(S) S/M/L

MATERIAL KNITTED

COLOUR GREY

CODE R-6904

X-RX Wrist Wraps
SIZE(S) ONE SIZE

COLOUR BLACK

CODE R-131106-010033

ALSO AVAILABLE IN: 

RX ELBOW SLEEVES RX SHIN/CALF SLEEVE

SIZE(S) XS/S/M/L/XL

THICKNESS 5MM

COLOUR BLACK

CODE R-106306-01

SIZE(S) XS/S/M/L/XL

THICKNESS 5MM

COLOUR CAMO/BLACK

CODE R-106317-03

SIZE(S) XS/S/M/L/XL

THICKNESS 5MM

COLOUR BLACK

CODE R-102306-01

SIZE(S) XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL

THICKNESS 5MM

COLOUR CAMO/BLACK

CODE R-102331-03

RX WRIST SLEEVES RX THUMB SLEEVES

SIZE(S) S/M/L/XL

THICKNESS 5MM

COLOUR BLACK

CODE R-101306-02

SIZE(S) S/M & L/XL

COLOUR BLACK

CODE R-108106-01

X-RX (prevention & performance)
Rx/recipe/means “Prescription” in Latin. X-RX is what we call our products that are 
developed to prevent injuries, increase performance and provide extra support.

NEW 
CARBON 
BLACK 

EDITION

RX Original Elbow Sleeve

SIZE(S) S/M/L/XL/XXL

THICKNESS 5MM

COLOURS BLUE

CODE R-7081

enable your
full potential 

Regardless of how you define an active life, 
we have been there. We have protected your 

knees on the handball court. 

Supported your back through tough times. 
Warmed your joints during your training and 

your everyday activities. And the best part 
is that we have done all this with products 
developed together with you. With quality, 

function and design customised for you and 
your everyday needs. 

This is something we want to continue with.
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QD KNEE SLEEVES

SIZE(S) S/M/L

MATERIAL KNITTED

COLOUR GREY

CODE R-6903

RX KNEE SLEEVES

SIZE(S) XS/S/M/L/XL

THICKNESS 5MM & 7MM

COLOUR CAMO/BLACK

CODE 5MM: R-105317-01
7MM: R-105417-02

SIZE(S) XS/S/M/L/XL

THICKNESS 5MM & 7MM

COLOUR STEEL GREY/BLACK

CODE 7MM: R-105409-01

SIZE(S) XS/S/M/L/XL

THICKNESS 5MM

COLOUR NAVY/BLACK

CODE R-105308-02

SIZE(S) XXS/XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL

THICK-
NESS

5MM & 7MM

COLOUR BLACK

CODE 5MM: R-105306-04
7MM: R-105406-05

SIZE(S) XS/S/M/L/XL

THICKNESS 5MM

COLOUR PINK/BLACK

CODE R-105333-03

SIZE(S) XXS/XS/S/M/L/XL/XXL

THICKNESS 3MM

COLOUR BLACK

CODE R-105206-04

QD FOOT SUPPORT

QD Arch Support

QD Metatarsal Pad

SIZE(S) S/M/L

COLOUR GREY

CODE R-203806-01

SIZE(S) S/M/L

COLOUR BLACK

CODE R-205806-01

QD Heel Wedge
SIZE(S) S/M/L

COLOUR BLACK

CODE R-204806-01

QD Pronation/Supination Wedge
SIZE(S)

37-38, 39-40, 41-42. 
43-44, 45-46

COLOUR BLACK

CODE R-206806-01

QD ANKLE SUPPORT

SIZE(S) S/M/L

MATERIAL KNITTED

COLOUR GREY

CODE R-6905

QD Bone Spur Pad
SIZE(S) S/M/L

COLOUR BLACK

CODE R-201806-01
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BOXING 
GLOVES

BBE CLUB Sparring / Bag Gloves are 
made from quality full grain leather, 
features high grade BBE 7S foam for 
premium shock absorption. Wide 
(3”) wrist strap ensures a secure and 
comfortable fit whilst the integrated 
mesh panel on the palm increases 
breathability. High density foam bars 
above and below the strap provide extra 
protection for the wrist.

BBE PVC Sparring / Bag boxing Gloves 
are manufactured from high grade PVC, 
this produces an extremely durable and 
comfortable fit. These gloves include large hook 
and loop strap for a secure and precise fit, foam 
bars above and below strap ensure further 
protection to the wrist area. These features 
create a fit and feel of a full leather glove, with 
increased resistance to abrasion, improved 
breathability and easy maintenance.

BBE FX Sparring / Bag boxing Gloves 
are manufactured from high grade PU 
synthetic construction, this produces 
an extremely durable and comfortable 
fit. These gloves include large hook 
and loop strap for a secure and precise 
fit, foam bars above and below strap 
ensure further protection to the wrist 
area. These features create a fit and feel 
of a full leather glove, with increased 
resistance to abrasion, improved 
breathability and easy maintenance.

The white PVC gloves are 
manufactured from high grade PVC, 
this produces an extremely durable 
and comfortable fit. These gloves 
include large hook and loop strap for 
a secure and precise fit, foam bars 
above and below strap ensure further 
protection to the wrist area. These 
features create a fit and feel of a full 
leather glove, with increased resistance 
to abrasion, improved breathability and 
easy maintenance.

SIZE CODE

12 OZ BBE435

14 OZ BBE436

16 OZ BBE437

SIZE CODE

10 OZ BBEM442

12 OZ BBEM443

SIZE CODE

12 OZ BBE439

14 OZ BBE440

16 OZ BBE441

SIZE CODE

8OZ BBEM444

LEATHER SPARRING / BAG 
GLOVES
12 OZ - 16 OZ

PVC SPARRING GLOVES 
10OZ - 12OZ

FX SPARRING / BAG GLOVES
12 OZ TO 16 OZ

WHITE PVC SPARRING 
GLOVES

BBE FS Training / Bag Glove designed for home 
training, punch bag, sparring and hook and jab 
sessions. Manufactured from high grade PU 
synthetic construction and features BBE-3S foam 
for premium shock absorption. The wide adjustable 
wrist strap ensures a comfortable and secure fit. A 
mesh panel on the palm provides air circulation and 
helps wick moisture away from the hand.

SIZE CODE

14OZ        ADULT BBE456

8OZ         JUNIOR BBE427

FS TRAINING / BAG GLOVE 
8OZ - 14OZ

BBE FS Bag Mitt is designed for home training and 
punch bag work. Manufactured from high grade PU 
synthetic leather construction and features BBE-3S 
foam padding on the knuckles and wrist joint. The 
wrist fit is secured via an elasticated strap and the 
palm features ventilation perforations to increase 
breathability. Available in one size, with elasticated 
closure providing a comfortable fit.

DIMENSIONS CODE

 ONE SIZE BBE426

FS BAG MITT

BBE PVC Bag Mitt is designed for home 
training and punch bag work. Manufactured 
from PVC and features BBE-3S foam padding 
on the knuckles and wrist joint. The wrist fit is 
secured via an elasticated strap and the palm 
features ventilation perforations to increase 
breathability. Available in two sizes for a 
comfortable fit.

SIZE CODE

S/M BBEM435

L/XL BBEM436

PVC BAG MITT

LIMITED AVAILABILITY

12OZ        YOUTH BBE428
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BOXING PADS 
& WRAPS Our Handwraps are the go-to 

source of protection for boxers of all 
skill levels. Machine-washable poly-
cotton blend keeps hands safe and 
wrists supported while training. The 
thumb strap ensures ease of use 
with a hook and loop closure for a 
secure fit. Simply wrap one on each 
hand for the ultimate wrtist and 
knuckle proetection.

HANDWRAPS
SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE & XL

Worn inside training gloves or mitts as 
a convenient alternative to traditional 
hand wraps. They are padded to add 
extra protection when doing bag work 
and sparring. 

DIMENSIONS CODE

S BBEM996- S 

M BBEM996-M

L BBEM996-L

XL BBEM996-XL

PADDED INNER GLOVE

SIZE CM

8OZ <16.5CM

12 OZ <21CM

14 OZ/L/ADULT 21-24CM

16 OZ/XL/ADULT >24CM

SIZE GUIDE

BBE CLUB FX Curved Hook and 
Jab Boxing Pads are made from 
premium PU leather. They’re 
lightweight and provide a large strike 
zone. The pads are cushioned with 
a combination of shock absorbing 
and air cushioning foam. The wrist 
strap and glove provide a stable and 
comfortable fit.

DIMENSIONS CODE

ONE SIZE BBE442

CLUB FX CURVED HOOK & 
JAB PADS

The BBE FS Curved Hook and Jab 
Pads are manufactured from a 
high grade PU synthetic leather. 
Featuring high quality, dense 
padding for absorbing shock, 
inner palm grip technology 
ensures stability and comfort. 
Ultra-light weight pads are 
secured via a large comfortable 
strap.

DIMENSIONS CODE

ONE SIZE BBE429

FS CURVED HOOK & JAB 
PAD

These Leather Focus Pads have 
been designed for speed and 
maneuverability to help fighters 
develop quick reflexes, hone 
their punching technique, and 
refine their fighting strategy. The 
open palm design is perfect for 
ventilation and reduces sweat. 

Perfect for all levels of boxing from 
beginner to intermediate. 

DIMENSIONS CODE

ONE SIZE BBEM439

LEATHER FOCUS PADS

SIZE LENGTH CODE

SMALL 1.5M BBEM450

MEDIUM 2.5M BBEM451

LARGE 3.5M BBEM452

XL 4.5M BBEM997
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BOXING 
ACCESSORIES

BBE Punchbag Chain Set chrome 
plated 4 strand chain allows to anchor 
your punch bag into the intended 
position. 360o Rotation swivel for 
smooth rotation along with durable ‘S’ 
hook ends. Total weight is 1kg.

BBE 2 FT Folding Punchbag Wall 
Bracket is designed for punch bags 
to a max weight of 35kg. The 4-point 
fixing bracket provides a secure 
attachment to a brick wall with fixtures 
and fittings included. Featuring 
stabilising arms which eliminate 
lateral movement ensuring a 
stable and durable fixing to a brick 
wall. This bracket folds away when not 
in use for safe storage.

BBE Height Adjustable Speed Ball 
Frame is perfect for home boxing 
speed workouts. Provided with a 
rotational bearing swivel to hang the 
speedball on. All fixtures, fittings and 
assembly instructions are included. 
The frame attaches firmly the wall via 
a 4-point wall fixing mounts. 5 height 
levels available which provides the 
correct level for each boxer.

BBE Punchbag Wall Bracket is 
designed for punch bags to a max 
weight of 20kg. The 4-point fixing 
bracket provide a secure attachment 
to a brick wall with fixtures and fittings 
included. Featuring stabilising arms 
which eliminate lateral movement 
ensuring a stable and durable fixing to 
a brick wall.

Punch Bag Ceiling Hook with rotating 
bearing. Nuts and bolts not included. 
Can be used with BBE’s Synthetic 
Punch Bag or Body Bag.

SIZE CODE

32CM BBE099

SIZE CODE

61.55CM (L) X 16.5CM (W) X 7CM (H) BBE420

SIZE CODE

60CM (L) X 60CM (W) X 77.5CM (H) BBE422

SIZE CODE

56CM (L) X 26.5CM (W) X 5.5CM (H) BBE424

PUNCH BAG CHAIN SET12 OZ TO

2FT FOLDING PUNCH BAG 
BRACKET 

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE SPEED 
BALL FRAME

PUNCH BAG WALL BRACKET

BBE PUNCHBAG CEILING 
HOOK

BBE CLUB NT 9” Speedball is manufactured 
using high grade durable PU leather. The 
9inch speedball is ideal for improving your 
coordination, speed and hand skills. Double 
lined hanging strap as well as strong laces 
ensure superior shape and durability. 
Designed for fast high intensity work at 
home, in professional gym or professional 
environments.

SIZE CODE

26CM(L) X 14CM(W) X 10CM(H) BBE448

CLUB NT 9” 
SPEED BALL

CODE

BBE652
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Are you ready to step up your studio or home 
gym with the BBE Synthetic Punch Bag 120cm 
x 30cm? Our punch bag is machine filled with 
a custom blend for optimum weight and feel. 
Zip closure at the top with four webbed straps. 
Shorter version available

DIMENSIONS CODE

3FT BBES001

4FT BBES002

5FT BBES003

SYNTHETIC PUNCH BAG
WITH STRAPS & SWIVEL

Our body bag is a great option for both boxing and 
kickboxing, it’s designed with 4 heavy duty web straps 
and swivel hook which aids unnecessary swinging and 
provides security. The curves make this bag ideal for 
body strikes, in particular punches such as uppercuts 
and hooks.

CODE

BBES005

BBE BODY-BAG 
WITH STRAPS & SWIVEL

Our uppercut boxing bag is designed to allow you 
to practice different variations of punches, including 
uppercuts and hooks. Made with 4 heavy duty web 
straps and swivel hook which aids unnecessary 
movement and provides security.

CODE

BBES004

BBE UPPER-CUT BAG 
WITH STRAPS & SWIVEL

BOXING 
PUNCH BAGS & 
KITS

= PACKAGED FOR RETAIL SALE

• 10 x BBEM443 BBE Club PVC Sparring Glove - 12 OZ

• 10 x BBE429 FS Curved Hook & Jab Pad

• 10 x FSKIP-9 Speed Skipping Rope (Rope Only) 9ft Blue

• 1 x YBAGKITXL Boxing Class Kit Bag

BBE PVC 12OZ SPARRING 
GLOVE BOXING KIT 
10 PACK

CODE

BBEKIT2

• 5 x BBEM435 BBE Club PVC Bag Mitt S/M

• 5 x BBEM436 BBE Club PVC Bag Mitt L/XL

• 10 x BBE429 FS Curved Hook & Jab Pad

• 10 x FSKIP-9 Speed Skipping Rope (Rope Only) 9ft Blue

• 1 x YBAGKITXL Boxing Class Kit Bag

BBE BAG MITT BOXING KIT  
10 PACK

CODE

BBEKIT1
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The Evolution Yoga Mat is the next generation of yoga mat combining 
excellent grip, a supersoft hand feel and a stylish double-sided, rounded 
corner design. The mat offers fantastic cushioning and yet is super light, 
making it easy to transport. The Evolution Yoga Mat is made from closed 
cell TPE which is non-absorbent and wipe clean, making it the most 
hygienic yoga mat we offer. It is also recyclable and degradable. The mat 
comes with a colour coordinated carry string. The 6mm version is perfect 
for those wanting a mat to take to both their yoga and Pilates classes, or 
if you’re seeking a little extra cushioning.

FREE FROM: TPE & EVA. PVC, 
PHTHALATE & LATEX.

4MM SIZE:  
183CM X 61CM X 4MM [1KGS].

The SureGrip Yoga Mat is made from natural latex, which offers 
unrivalled grip in all conditions, whilst also being soft to touch! Being 
both biodegradable and tested as free of harmful substances the 
SureGrip is better for you and the environment, whilst offering the 
ultimate performance and comfort during your practise. Ideal for all 
forms of yoga. 

Made in Europe, from predominantly natural materials the mat is 
extensively tested, feels fantastic and grips like no other!

MADE FROM NATURAL LATEX. WARNING: NOT SUITABLE 
FOR PEOPLE WITH A LATEX ALLERGY.
SIZE: 183CM X 60CM X 4MM. [2KGS]. 

COLOUR  THICKNESS CODE

CHARCOAL 4MM YMATNL4-CHAR

PURPLE 4MM YMATNL4-PUR

BLUE 4MM YMATNL4-BLU

 

CARRY 

STRAP 

INCLUDED

COLOUR THICKNESS CODE

DARK BLUE/GREY 4MM YMATTPE-BLUGRY

AUBERGINE/GREY 4MM YMATTPE-AUBGRY

PURPLE/GREY 4MM YMATTPE-PURGRY

6MM SIZE:  
183CM X 61CM X 6MM. [1.5KGS].

CARRY  

STRAP 

INCLUDED

Our 15mm thick Knee Mat Pad is ideal for use in addition to your yoga or 
Pilates mat to give your knees some extra cushioning and comfort when 
performing kneeling postures and poses. Easy to carry as it is made from 
a super lightweight NBR foam, which is also non-absorbent and can 
be wiped clean. But why stop at using this mat for your knees? It can 
also be used under hands to help with wrist/palm discomfort, or under 
elbows too.   

COLOUR  THICKNESS CODE

BLACK 15MM YKNEENBR-BLK

BLUE 15MM YKNEENBR-BLU

COLOUR THICKNESS CODE

DARK BLUE/GREY 6MM YMATTPE6M-BLUGRY

AUBERGINE/GREY 6MM YMATTPE6M-AUBGRY

SIZE:  61CM X 25CM X 15MM. [0.2KGS].

EVOLUTION YOGA MAT
4MM & 6MM

SUREGRIP YOGA MAT
4MM

KNEE MAT PAD
15MM

YOGA MATS

Perfect for yoga, Pilates, and stretching, the Yoga-Mad Knee Support 
helps reduce knee pain in positions where the knee is under 
pressure. They are light, compact and easily fit into any yoga bag. 
Made of high-quality polyurethane so they are 
very durable for all your exercise 
needs, as well as being water 
resistant making them easy 
to clean after a workout.

SIZE COLOUR CODE

18CMØ GREY YKNEESUPPORT-GRY

YOGA KNEE 
SUPPORT PADS NEW
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The Studio Mat is the King of mats and was the first yoga mat to be 
tested against harmful substances for skin contact. The Studio Yoga 
Mat is a high density mat which offers excellent grip and cushioning, 
whilst setting the standard for durability, making it ideal for intensive 
studio use. All studio mats are phthalate free. 

SIZE:  183CM X 60CM X 4.5MM. [1.6KGS].

The same material as the 60cm Studio Yoga 
Mat but 25% wider at 80cm. This is the widest 
mat on the market and is ideal for those that 
practice on draughty floors as the mat insulates 
you in Savasana as your whole body can fit on 
the mat.

SIZE:  183CM X 80CM X 4.5MM. [2KGS].  

The European made Travel Studio Mat is the answer for those 
seeking a truly portable mat. At only 0.75kg for a full length mat it is 
foldable and easy to transport as well as being durable and offering 
good grip. Also ideal for use under a yoga rug or to put on top of a 
club mat for hygiene.    

SIZE: 183CM X 60CM X 1.8MM. [0.75KGS].

The Sky Blue Warrior Plus yoga mat offers the same excellent grip 
as the standard Warrior mat but with 33% extra thickness, it offers 
more cushioning for that extra comfort. 

SIZE: 183CM X 60CM X 1.8MM. [0.75KGS].

COLOUR THICKNESS CODE

BLUE 1.8MM ASTUDIO2

COLOUR THICKNESS CODE

BLUE 6MM YWARRIOR6

COLOUR THICKNESS CODE

BLUE 4.5MM ASTUDIO580-BLU

PURPLE 4.5MM ASTUDIO580-PUR

= PACKAGED FOR RETAIL SALE

COLOUR THICKNESS CODE

BLUE 4.5MM ASTUDIO5-BLU

PURPLE 4.5MM ASTUDIO5-PUR

ORANGE 4.5MM ASTUDIO5-ORA

RED 4.5MM ASTUDIO5-RED

GREY 4.5MM ASTUDIO5-GRY

BLACK 4.5MM ASTUDIO5-BLK

Some people prefer thinner mats as they provide firmer grounding 
in standing postures, though the lightweight Studio Mat also appeals 
to those who prefer a lighter mat for portability or those seeking a 
quality European made mat at a keener price.

SIZE:  183CM X 60CM X 3MM. [1.2KGS].

COLOUR THICKNESS CODE

BLUE 3MM ASTUDIO3-BLU

PURPLE 3MM ASTUDIO3-PUR

FOLDABLE:

FOLDABLE:

STUDIO YOGA MAT
4.5MM

TRAVEL STUDIO MAT
1.8MM

WARRIOR PLUS YOGA 
MAT 
6MM

EXTRA WIDE STUDIO 
YOGA MAT
4.5MM

LIGHTWEIGHT STUDIO 
YOGA MAT
3MM

YOGA MATS
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BEST 

SELLER

PHTHALATE 

FREE

The Warrior II is our best-selling Warrior Mat. Offering all the great 
features of the original Warrior Mat, the Warrior II offers improved grip, 
is phthalate free and comes in an exciting range of colours. 

PHTHALATE FREE PVC. MACHINE WASHABLE 40°C.      
SIZE: 183CM X 61CM X 4MM. [1.1KGS].

The Warrior II Plus mat has the same excellent grip as the standard 
Warrior II mat but, at 6mm it offers more cushioning for those seeking 
extra comfort.

PHTHALATE FREE PVC. MACHINE WASHABLE 40°C.        
SIZE: 183CM X 61CM X 6MM. [1.6KGS].

COLOUR THICKNESS CODE

BURGUNDY 4MM YWARRIORII4-BUR

DARK BLUE 4MM YWARRIORII4-DBLU

GRAPHITE 4MM YWARRIORII4-GRA

HOT PINK 4MM YWARRIORII4-HPNK

LIGHT BLUE 4MM YWARRIORII4-LBLU

PURPLE 4MM YWARRIORII4-PUR

BLACK 4MM YWARRIORII4-BLK

Keep your studio space tidy with the Eyelet Warrior II Yoga Mat. Ideal 
for storing your yoga mats on a mat rack in your studio or at home. 
This mat is exactly the same as our best-selling Warrior II Yoga Mats, 
which provide good cushioning, fantastic value for money, improved 
grip, and are phthalate free. 4mm is the most popular thickness of 
yoga mat for regular yoga practice and at 183cm (6ft) long, you’ll stay 
on the mat.

EYELET DIMENSIONS: 
Inner diameter: 16mm/Outer diameter: 28mm. 
Distance between eyelets (to center of eyelet): 37.5cm. 
Distance from top of mat (to center of eyelet): 7cm.

(MAT RACK AVAILABLE, SEE PAGE 5)

COLOUR THICKNESS CODE

PURPLE 4MM YWARRIORII4EYE-PUR

GRAPHITE 4MM YWARRIORII4EYE-GRA

PHTHALATE 

FREE

PHTHALATE 

FREE

The Yoga-Mad Lotus Yoga Mat is our entry level mat which provides 
good grip and cushioning as well as being fantastic value for money. 
Perfect if you are about to start out on your yoga journey. 4mm is the 
most popular thickness of mat for regular yoga practice and at 183cm 
(6ft) long you’ll stay on the mat. 

AZO & DOP FREE TESTED BY SGS. MACHINE WASHABLE 
40°C.           

SIZE: 183CM X 61CM X 4MM. [1.3KGS].

COLOUR THICKNESS CODE

BLUE 4MM YLOTUS-BLU

PURPLE 4MM YLOTUS-PUR

PHTHALATE FREE PVC. WIPE CLEAN OR HAND WASH.
SIZE: 183CM X 61CM X 6MM. [1.1KGS].

COLOUR THICKNESS CODE

LIGHT BLUE 6MM YWARRIORII6-LBLU

PURPLE 6MM YWARRIORII6-PUR

DARK BLUE 6MM YWARRIORII6-DBLU

GRAPHITE 6MM YWARRIORII6-GRA

YOGA MATS
WARRIOR II 
YOGA MAT
4MM

WARRIOR II PLUS 
YOGA MAT
6MM

LOTUS YOGA MAT
4MM

EYELET WARRIOR II 
YOGA MAT
4MM

NEW
 

COLOURS
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YOGA TOWELS 
& RUGS

Our super-absorbent Grip Dot Yoga Towel is highly versatile. Use it 
with the dots up for an anti-slip yoga mat, either on its own, or on top 
of a class mat for hygiene. Use it with the dots down and the mat will 
be held in place on any smooth surface - ideal for use in hot or power 
yoga where you sweat a lot and will want to wash your mat after each 
practice. The towel also makes a great travel yoga mat as it folds up to fit 
in your suitcase. The Grip Dot Towel comes in a convenient net mat bag. 
Hi-wicking polyester yarn coated with silicon dots.

MACHINE WASHABLE & DRYER SAFE.                               
SIZE: 183CM X 60CM. [0.8KGS].

Hand woven cotton yoga rug made from 100% natural and unbleached 
organic cotton, with embroidered Om. Ideal for Hot, Power or Ashtanga 
yoga styles, or for those looking for a more traditional and eco friendly 
style of yoga ‘mat’. Certified to OE100 Standard.

HAND WASH COLD, DO NOT USE SOAP/DETERGENT.                                                        
SIZE: 200CM X 70CM. [1.2KGS].

COLOUR IDEAL FOR CODE

NATURAL/      
UNBLEACHED

HOT, POWER OR ASHTANGA YRUGORG

SCENT SIZE CODE

CITRUS 150ML YCLEANSPRAY-CITRUS

LAVENDAR 150ML YCLEANSPRAY-LAV

COLOUR IDEAL FOR CODE

FOREST GREEN HOT/POWER YOGA YRUGCHAKRA-GRN

PURPLE HOT/POWER YOGA YRUGCHAKRA-PUR

= PACKAGED FOR RETAIL SALE

COLOUR IDEAL FOR CODE

AUBERGINE HOT/POWER YOGA YTOWELGRIP-AUB

HOT PINK HOT/POWER YOGA YTOWELGRIP-BPNK

LIME GREEN HOT/POWER YOGA YTOWELGRIP-LGRN

PURPLE HOT/POWER YOGA YTOWELGRIP-PUR

SKY BLUE HOT/POWER YOGA YTOWELGRIP-SBLU

The original Indian yoga mat! Our 
100% cotton, coarse weave rug is 
designed for Ashtanga or Power 
yoga where grip whilst sweating is 
essential. The rug’s grip increases 
as it gets wetter, the opposite to a 
yoga mat. 

The rug is embroidered with each 
of the seven Chakra’s to help keep 
you aligned as well as helping you 
to concentrate on being rooted, 
accepting, confident, loving, 
communicative, focused and fully 
connected spiritually. The rug is 
often used with a standard yoga 
mat underneath to keep the rug in 
place; we recommend the Evolution 
Yoga Mat which is eco-friendly, 
lightweight and non-absorbent. 

HAND WASH COLD.                             
SIZE: 200CM X 70CM. [1.3KGS]. 

A yoga mat cleaner which disinfects your 
mat and leaves an energising scent at once. 
How to use: Spray several times onto a clean 
cloth and wipe mat. For a deeper cleaning, 
liberally spray directly on the yoga mat and 
let stand for at least 1 minute. Gently wipe 
with a cloth to remove dirt and let air dry 
before rolling up. It cleans, disinfects, and 
refreshes your yoga mat. Safe to use on all 
Yoga-Mad yoga mats.

GRIP DOT 
YOGA TOWEL

ORGANIC COTTON 
YOGA RUG

YOGA MAT 
CLEANING SPRAY
CITRUS, LAVENDAR

COTTON YOGA RUG

NEW
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COLOUR CODE

BLACK YBAGWBOTTLE-BLK

INDIGO YBAGWBOTTLE-IND

An extra large kit bag especially designed for yoga & pilates teachers - fit 
your class mats, blocks & bricks, props into this bag with ease. Includes 
two large A4 pockets for paperwork 
storage, and an easy zip fold top to assist 
when putting your props away, or taking 
them out. This extra large bag can carry 
many different kit combinations, such as; 
24 x 4mm yoga mats or; 24 full blocks or; 
48 bricks or; 4 Iyengar yoga kits (2 bricks, 
4 full blocks and 1 mat).

SIZE: 67CM X 46CM X 30CM.

The Yoga Kit Bag is designed to take a full range of yoga equipment 
and will accommodate 4 full blocks, 1 mat, 2 bricks, a belt and blanket. 
The long handles mean the bag can be carried in the hand or over the 
shoulder. 100% cotton Extra wide zip opening for easy access. Internal 
and external pockets as well as a studded feet base.

SIZE: 62CM X 22CM X 22CM.

COLOUR CODE

BLACK YBAGKIT-BLK

GREY PATTERN YBAGKIT-GRY

COLOUR CODE

BLACK YBAGKITXL

The Deluxe Kit Bag has a unique patterned zip pocket 
to the front and its spacious design makes it ideal for 
carrying all of your yoga essentials. The new and 
improved extra-wide zip design makes taking out 
or putting your yoga mat away easy. This 
deluxe bag also has internal slip pockets 
and zip pocket, perfect for storing your 
mobile, purse or wallet and keys! It has 
a 100% cotton cover and waterproof 
lining, helping to prevent your mat 
and props getting wet.

SIZE: 77CM (L) X 20CM (W) X 24CM (H).

YOGA MAT & 
KIT BAGS
TEACHERS KIT BAG

YOGA KIT BAG

DELUXE KIT BAG WITH 
BOTTLE HOLDER

Carry your yoga mat in stylish comfort to and 
from your yoga class. The wide and easily 
adjustable strap, and concealed zip, means you 
can carry this bag on your back whilst cycling 
and won’t slip off your shoulder when walking. 
Internal and external zip pocket to carry your 
essentials. Suitable for yoga mats up to 6mm 
thickness.

SIZE 66.5CM X 14CM.

COLOUR CODE

NATURAL YBAGJUTE-NAT

DARK BLUE YBAGJUTE-BLU

JUTE YOGA MAT 
BAG

The Deluxe Yoga Prop Bag is made from high quality jute with cotton 
liner fabric in India. The pattern on the bag is available in a choice of 
two colours, choose from soothing green or uplifting orange. This bag 
is the perfect size for carrying your yoga mat, props and accessories to 
and from your yoga class as well as storing all of your props at home in 
one tidy and stylish solution. Numerous, 
generous sized pockets and a key fob 
means you can stash your mobile, 
keys and purse or wallet safely out 
of sight whilst enjoying Shavasana 
in class!

SIZE: 83CM X 20CM X 
30CM.

COLOUR CODE

ORANGE/JUTE YBAGPROPS-ORAN

GREEN/JUTE YBAGPROPS-GREEN

DELUXE YOGA 
PROP BAG

The Deluxe Yoga Kit Bag has a unique 
powerloom design. The lightweight  
and spacious design makes it ideal for 
carrying all of your yoga essentials and 
can accommodate; 4 full blocks, 2 bricks, 
1 mat, a belt and a blanket. The extra-
long zip going all the way to the base 
of the bag provides easy access when 
taking out or putting your yoga mat 
away. The waterproof lining inside 
offers durability and helps to prevent 
your mat from getting wet. With additional internal and external 
pockets as well as a studded feet base, this Yoga Kit Bag is perfect for 
those serious about Yoga.

SIZE: 62CM X 21CM X 23CM.

COLOUR CODE

STRIPEY PINK YBAGPOWERLM-PNK

STRIPEY BLUE YBAGPOWERLM-BLUE

DELUXE YOGA KIT 
BAG

NEW
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COLOUR CODE

GREY YBAGMATSHO-GRY

COLOUR CODE

KHAKI YBACKPACK

A simple way to hold your yoga mat neatly 
rolled up. Can also be used like a yoga belt. 
Matches the Warrior II, belts and blocks.

= PACKAGED FOR RETAIL SALE

A simple way to hold your yoga mat neatly rolled 
up. 3cm wide black elastic with Yoga-
Mad logo - suits mats up to 6mm thick 
x 183cm long. 

This slouch shoulder bag has been designed 
to easily throw over your shoulder and has a 
convenient adjustable elastic buckle inside 
to keep your mat in one place. It also has a 
waterproof slip pocket, and an internal zip 
pocket big enough for your phone & keys! 
This cotton bag really makes getting to the 
studio effortless! 

SIZE: 87CM (H) X 24CM Ø

If you walk, cycle, catch a train, or a bus to 
your yoga classes, then this Yoga Backpack is 
perfect for you! Clip your yoga mat in and go! 
Featuring a main compartment with a tablet or 
small laptop ‘slide’ pocket 

DIMENSIONS: 42CM (L) X 28CM (W) X 
14CM (D)

COLOUR CODE

BLACK YBAND
COLOUR CODE

PURPLE YCARRYSTRAP-PUR

GRAPHITE YCARRYSTRAP-GRA

LIME GREEN YCARSTRAP-LIME

DARK BLUE YCARSTRAP-DBLU

YOGA BAGS 
& STRAPS
PAIR OF YOGA MAT BANDS

SHOULDER YOGA MAT BAG

YOGA BACKBACK

YOGA MAT 
CARRY STRAP

NEW
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The 369 Yoga Block helps to modify poses to suit 
flexibility. The block also provides the perfect 
support for the body and can be paired with 
another block for the downward dog position 
or simple crossed legs. The block is made from 
premium, high quality wipe clean and scratch 
resistant EVA foam for durability and longevity 
of use.

MADE FROM EVA. SOLD INDIVIDUALLY.

These yoga blocks are made from EPP (Expanded Polypropylene) which 
is extremely durable, super strong, very lightweight and recyclable! This 
yoga block won’t get bent out of shape easily and isideal for intensive 
use, either at home or in a commercial studio/gym environment. 
Available in two sizes.

MADE FROM EPP. SOLD INDIVIDUALLY.

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

9” [22.8CM] X 6” [15CM] X 3” [7.6CM] BLACK YBLOCKEPP369

9” [22.8CM] X 6” [15CM] X 4” [10CM] BLACK YBLOCKEPP469

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

23CM X 15CM X 76MM GREY YBLEVAG

YOGA BLOCKS 
& BRICKS
369 & 469 YOGA 
BLOCKS

369 YOGA BLOCK
1” spacer blocks are particularly useful when 
needing to reduce or increase the height of 
one’s lift by less than 2” (5cm) in one go i.e. 
In Virasana. Made from top quality scratch-
resistant EVA foam with 3mm chamfered 
edges.

MADE FROM EVA
SOLD INDIVIDUALLY.

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

30.5CM X 20.5CM X 25MM (1”) BLUE YBLHALFEVA-BLU

30.5CM X 20.5CM X 25MM (1”) PURPLE YBLHALFEVA-PUR

30.5CM X 20.5CM X 25MM (1”) GREY YBLHALFEVA-GRY

30.5CM X 20.5CM X 25MM (1”) BURGUNDY YBLHALFEVA-BUR

HALF YOGA BLOCKS

Use beneath the hands to reduce 
wrist strain in the Bow pose;  
or beneath the heels in the 
downward facing dog pose.  
The wedge can be also used in 
Pilates. 

MADE FROM EVA.

SOLD INDIVIDUALLY.

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

50CM X 15CM X 5CM BLUE YEVAWEDGE-BLU

50CM X 15CM X 5CM BURGUNDY YEVAWEDGE-BUR

50CM X 15CM X 5CM PURPLE YEVAWEDGE-PUR

50CM X 15CM X 5CM GREY YEVAWEDGE-GRY

YOGA WEDGE

For use as cushioning in inversions, such as the 
shoulder stand (four required), to support the 
head in forward bends and for lift in 
seated twists. 

Made from top quality scratch-
resistant EVA foam with 3mm 
chamfered edges.

MADE FROM EVA. 
SOLD INDIVIDUALLY.

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

30.5CM X 20.5CM X 50MM DARK GREY YBLEVAB2-GRY

30.5CM X 20.5CM X 50MM LIME GREEN YBLEVAB2-LIME

30.5CM X 20.5CM X 50MM PURPLE YBLEVAB2-PUR

30.5CM X 20.5CM X 50MM BLUE YBLEVAB2-BLU

30.5CM X 20.5CM X 50MM BURGUNDY YBLEVAB2-BUR

BEST 

SELLER
FULL YOGA 
BLOCK

NEW
 

COLOURS

NEW
 

COLOURS

NEW
 

COLOURS

A safe and lighter alternative to the traditional wooden brick, for 
use in numerous standing and seated postures to provide lift or 
grounding. With three distinctly different 
dimensions to vary the height, 
the brick offers firm 
support. 

Yoga-Mad foam EVA bricks 
are the firmest available and 
do not distort under body weight 
and will not damage floors or toes!

MADE FROM HI-DENSITY EVA FOAM.  
SOLD INDIVIDUALLY.

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

22CM X 11CM X 70MM BLUE YBREVA-BLU

22CM X 11CM X 70MM BURGUNDY YBREVA-BUR

22CM X 11CM X 70MM GREY YBREVA-GRY

22CM X 11CM X 70MM LIME GREEN YBREVA-LIME

22CM X 11CM X 70MM PURPLE YBREVA-PUR

HI-DENSITY YOGA 
BRICK

NEW 

COLOURS
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1. This Cork Yoga Block from Yoga-Mad is made from high quality 
sustainable cork material, which is a lot softer than the traditional 
wooden material. The block is ideal for additional cushioning and 
comfort during yoga practices and poses, during classes or for home 
use.

DIMENSIONS: 30.5CM X 20.5CM X 50MM.

2. The Extra High Cork Yoga Brick from Yoga-Mad is a safer and lighter 
alternative to the traditional wooden brick, whilst providing comfort 
and support to the body during poses. The extra height is perfect for 
standing and seated postures and poses to provide lift or grounding.

DIMENSIONS: 30CM X 13CM X 75MM.

3. The Cork Quarter Block from Yoga-Mad is the ideal yoga prop to 
create different angles for a variety of poses during classes as well as 
home use. Used to prevent hyper extension, the Quarter Block provides 
comfort and stability when in a number of poses and positions. 

DIMENSIONS: 23CM X 8CM X 80MM.

4. The Cork Yoga Wedge from Yoga-Mad can be used in both yoga and 
Pilates poses and moves. The wedge is commonly used beneath the 
hands in the Bow pose or beneath the heels in the Downward Facing 
Dog pose to reduce strain on the body.

DIMENSIONS: 60CM X 9CM X 30MM.

DIMENSIONS CODE

1. 30.5CM X 20.5CM X 50MM YBLCORK

2. 30CM X 13CM X 75MM YHBLCORK

3. 23CM X 8CM X 80MM YBLOCKQTR

4. 60CM X 9CM X 30MM YWDCORK

5. 23CM X 12CM X 75MM YBRCORK

6. 7CMØ FMASSAGECORK

7. 10CM X 9CM X 3CM YWDCORKMINI

1.

2.

3.

5.

4.

5. The Cork Yoga Brick is the natural choice of yoga brick and still a safer 
and lighter alternative to the traditional wooden brick. Use in numerous 
standing and seated postures to provide lift or grounding. 

DIMENSIONS: 23CM X 12CM X 75MM.

6. Yoga-Mad have the perfect massage ball to provide instant relief to 
pain and help remove knots. Simply roll the ball around the area of your 
body required until you feel relief and simply increase the pressure for a 
deep tissue massage.

DIMENSIONS: 7CM Ø.

7. The Mini Cork Wedges by Yoga-Mad are suitable for both yoga and 
Pilates poses. Offering the same benefits as our other yoga wedges but 
miniature versions for ease of transporting to and from your class. Sold 
as a pair

DIMENSIONS: 10CM X 9CM X 3CM.

For use as cushioning in 
inversions, such as the shoulder 
stand (four required), to support 
the head in forward bends and 
for lift in seated twists. 1” spacer 
blocks are particularly useful 
when needing to reduce or 
increase the height of one’s lift by 
less than 2” (5cm) in one go i.e. in 
Virasana. Softer style compared to 
EVA foam.

RECYCLED CHIP FOAM COLOURS CAN VARY.                      
SOLD INDIVIDUALLY.

DIMENSIONS  SPEC CODE

30.5CM X 20.5CM X 5CM [2”] FULL BLOCK YCHIP2H

30.5CM X 20.5CM X 2.5CM [1”] HALF BLOCK YCHIP1

 

CHIP FOAM 
YOGA BLOCKS

CORK YOGA BLOCKS, 
BRICKS & WEDGES

Bamboo is one of the most sustainable products  
on the planet, so what better material for a yoga brick.  
Our bamboo brick is hollow to keep the weight down.

MADE FROM NATURAL BAMBOO.

DIMENSIONS CODE

22.9CM X 12.7CM X 76MM YBRBAMBO

ECO 

FRIENDLYBAMBOO YOGA BRICK

ECO 

FRIENDLY

6.7.

NEW

= PACKAGED FOR RETAIL SALE

NEW
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CLOSURE TYPE LENGTH COLOUR CODE

CINCH BUCKLE 2M DARK BLUE YBLTCINCH2-DBLU

CINCH BUCKLE 2M GRAPHITE YBLTCINCH2-GRA

CINCH BUCKLE 2M PURPLE YBLTCINCH2-PUR

CINCH BUCKLE 2M SILVER GRAPHITE YBLTCT2M-GRA

CINCH BUCKLE 2M LIME GREEN YBLTCT2M-GRN

D-RING 2.5M NATURAL YBLTCT25M-NAT

CINCH BUCKLE 2.5M PURPLE YBLTCT25M-PUR

CINCH BUCKLE 2.5M LIME GREEN YBLTCT25MPE-GRN

CINCH BUCKLE 2.5M DARK BLUE YBLTCINCH25-DBLU

CINCH BUCKLE 2.5M GRAPHITE YBLTCINCH25-GRA

D-RING 2.5M SILVER GRAPHITE YBLTD25M-GRA

CLOSURE TYPE LENGTH COLOUR CODE

D-RING 2M AUBERGINE YBLT2ORG-AUB

D-RING 2M BLACK YBLT2ORG-BLK

D-RING 2M DARK BLUE YBLT2ORG-DBLU

D-RING 2M GREY YBLT2ORG-GRY

D-RING 2M NATURAL YBLT2ORG-NAT

D-RING 2M RED YBLT2ORG-RED

D-RING 2.5M NATURAL YBLTORG

CLOSURE TYPE LENGTH COLOUR CODE

D-RING 2M NAVY YBLT2MLB-BLU

D-RING 2M NATURAL YBLT2MLB-NAT

D-RING 2M GRAPE YBLT2MLB-GRA

ORGANIC YOGA BELT

CINCH YOGA BELT

Yoga-Mad’s 2m lightweight organic cotton yoga belt with D-Ring closure 
is perfect for stretching with. Yoga belts are useful to assist in attaining 
correct postures by providing the required tension of a pose without 
straining. These belts are ideal for normal use but are not recommended 
for binding asanas or other uses where strength is required.

Yoga Belts are used to assist in attaining correct postures by providing 
the required tension of a pose without straining. Our 2m belts are our 
most popular belts and are recommended for Iyengar yoga as the extra 
length makes them more suitable for use in binding. Choice of D-ring or 
cinch buckle to suit personal preference. 

Yoga-Mad’s 2m lightweight cotton yoga belt with D-Ring closure is 
perfect for stretching with. Yoga belts are useful to assist in attaining 
correct postures by providing the required tension of a pose without 
straining. These belts are ideal for normal use but are not recommended 
for binding asanas or other uses where extra strength is required.

YOGA BELTS

BLUE SILVER 
GRAPHITE

LIME 
GREEN

PURPLEGRAPHITENATURAL

LIGHTWEIGHT YOGA BELT
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COLOUR CODE

AUBERGINE YEYESATIN-AUB

NAVY BLUE YEYESATIN-BLU

GREY YEYESATIN-GRY

SATIN YOGA EYE PILLOWS 
Yoga Eye Pillows by Yoga-Mad filled 
with linseed and lavender is a perfect 
way to unwind after yoga or after a long 
day. Its natural fragrance is beneficial 
for relaxation and aid meditation. Outer 
cover is made from 100% satin and 
gently moulds to your face while feeling 
beautifully soft on your skin. Available in 
3 colours; Aubergine, Navy Blue & Grey.

SIZE: 23CM X 11CM. [200G].

COLOUR CODE

GRAPHITE YBEDONN-GRA

= PACKAGED FOR RETAIL SALE

Organic Cotton Eye Pillow 
filled with a mixture of linseed 
and lavender filling in a range 
of colours. The 100% organic 
cotton cover is removable 
and hand washable. 

SIZE: 20CM X 10CM 
[200G].

ACUPRESSURE BED OF 
NAILS 
     

NOSEBUDDY 
NETI POT                                                                                                                                       

The Bed Of Nails induces a state of deep 
relaxation and dissolves tension. With over 6.000 
tiny spikes, on 230 button shaped disks, the Bed 
Of Nails creates an effect similar to acupuncture. 
There is a double carry handle for ease of carrying 
and magnetic popper closure for safe storage. 
100% cotton canvas with 20mm foam padding

SIZE: 67CM X 41CM. [1KG]. 

The ultimate neti pot - designed 
by the Scandinavian Yoga & 
Mediation School! The large 
volume (0.5 litre) and long 
curved spout make it easy to 
clean even a congested nose.
Unique construction that results 
in a very good flow of water. 
Includes a measuring spoon for 
salt and an instruction booklet. 

COLOUR CODE

PURPLE YEYEPO-PUR

LIGHT BLUE YEYEPO-LBLU

HOT PINK YEYEPO-PNK

BLUE GREY YEYEPO-GRY

LIME GREEN YEYEPO-LGRN

DARK BLUE YEYEPO-BLU

COLOUR CODE

PURPLE YNETIN-PUR

GREEN YNETIN-GRN

BLUE YNETIN-BLU

YOGA 
RELAXATION

COLOUR CODE

BLUE LEAF YEYEPOP-BLU

PURPLE LEAF YEYEPOP-PUR

PASTEL GREEN YEYEPOP-GRN

PASTEL PURPLE YEYEPOP-LILAC

Patterned Eye Pillows filled 
with a mixture of linseed and 
lavender filling in various 
designs. The 100% cotton 
cover is removable and hand 
washable.  

SIZE: 20CM X 10CM 
[200G].

PATTERNED LAVENDER & 
LINSEED EYE PILLOW

ORGANIC COTTON 
LAVENDER & LINSEED 
EYE PILLOW

Our ‘sand’ bag is filled with a type 
of pea shingle conforms better 
to your body shape, whilst it has 
the added benefit of not feeling 
so cold or damp as sand can 
feel in winter! OM Shingle ‘Sand’ 
Bags can be used to deepen 
yoga postures and to enhance 
stretches. Filled with shingle for even weight distribution. The outer 
cotton cover is soft, offering good grip on the skin and the inner nylon 
cover is durable and leak free. Complete with embroidered OM and a 
sturdy carry handle.

SIZE: 42CM X 18CM [5KG].

COLOUR CODE

PURPLE YSANDSHING-PUR

BLUE YSANDSHING-BLU

HOT PINK YSANDSHING-HPNK

GREY YSANDSHING-GRA

OM SHINGLE 
‘SAND’ BAG

COLOUR CODE

GRAPHITE YPILLOWON-GRA

GRAPHITE YPILLOWDSON-GRA

ACUPRESSURE 
PILLOWS
     The acupressure pillow helps relieve both 
physical and mental stress. Simply by lying 
on it, thousands of acupressure points will 
stimulate nerves, accelerate blood circulation 
and lymphatic drainage. This relieves headaches, 
back, neck, shoulder, and sciatic pain which 
improves sleep, circulation, mood, and 
energy levels.

D SHAPE 39CM (L) X 12.5CM (H)

PILLOW 39CM (L) X 27.5CM (W

NEW 

COLOUR

NEW

NEW
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YOGA 
MEDITATION

COLOUR CODE

BLUE YZAFCR-BLU

BLACK YZAFCR-BLK

PLUM YZAFCR-PLUM

 

Yoga-Mad’s Crescent-Shaped Zafu meditation cushion 
fulfills the same purpose as a traditional round zafu, 
though the crescent shape provides more 
support for your upper thighs, which 
some find more comfortable. Being 
approximately two thirds the size of 
a round zafu also makes it relatively 
lighter and more convenient to 
store and transport. Our Crescent Zafu slopes 
from 7.5” (19cm) at the back to 4.5” (11.5cm) at the front 
which ensures you pelvis remains above your knees, which is essential 
for comfort. Please note: Colours can vary compared to images 
shown.

SIZE: 43CM X 30CM [2.5KG].

CRESCENT-SHAPED 
PLEATED ZAFU CUSHION

The round shape of our zafu cushion is the 
traditional design for meditation cushion. 
Our zafu cushion is pleated for extra 
strength and comes with a carry handle 
making it easy to transport. Plus, you can 
easily adjust the amount of filling inside the 
cushion with the use of a concealed zip. Please 
note: Colours can vary compared to images shown.

SIZE: 35CM X 18CM Ø [2.5KG]. 

COLOUR CODE

PLUM YZAFUBW-PLUM

BLUE YZAFUBW-BLU

BLACK YZAFUBW-BK

PLEATED ROUND 
ZAFU CUSHION

COLOUR CODE

PURPLE YZAFUCP-PUR

GRAPHITE YZAFUCP-GRY

AUBERGINE YZAFUCP-AUB

Yoga-Mad’s Patterned Crescent-Shaped Zafu meditation 
cushion fulfills the same purpose as a traditional round 
zafu, though the crescent shape provides more 
support for your upper thighs, which some find 
more comfortable. Being approximately two 
thirds the size of a round zafu also makes it 
relatively lighter and more convenient to 
store and transport. Please note: Colours 
can vary compared to images shown.

SIZE: 43CM X 30CM [2.5KG].

PATTERNED CRESCENT 
BUCKWHEAT ZAFU NEW

Seamless yoga blankets can be folded to provide height in seated 
postures and to support the head and shoulders in inversions. They 
provide a more comfortable support, as they do not create a harsh edge 
once folded, thus providing a flatter surface across the entire folded area. 

They can be rolled to support the neck in reclining postures, help to 
relieve strain on knees or ankles in poses such as the Hero or Child’s 
Pose. 100% hand-woven cotton, our blankets are soft and fold tightly, 
offering good support whilst holding their shape, which is the key to a 
good yoga blanket.     
SIZE: 200CM X 150CM.

COLOUR CODE

DARK GREY YBLANKETSL-GRY

NATURAL YBLANKETSL-NAT

AUBERGINE YBLANKETSL-AUB

SEAMLESS COTTON 
YOGA BLANKET

`

The round shape of our zafu cushion is 
the traditional design for meditation 
cushion. Our zafu cushion is pleated 
for extra strength and comes 
with a carry handle making it 
easy to transport. Plus, you can 
easily adjust the amount of filling 
inside the cushion with the use of 
a concealed zip. Comes in 3 beautiful 
patterns!

SIZE: 50CM X 18CM [5KG].

ROUND PATTERNED 
ZAFU CUSHION

COLOUR CODE

AUBERGINE YZAFURP-AUB

GREY YZAFURP-GRY

PURPLE YZAFURP-PUR

NEW

The deluxe Round Patterned Zafu Cushion is black, filled with 
buckwheat and has the seven chakra’s each being symbolic to the 
seven centres of spiritual power in the human body, on the outside. 
This all Zafu is the premium answer to a high quality mediation 
cushion. 

SIZE: 15CM X 36CM 
[2.6KG]. 

COLOUR CODE

BLACK YZAFBW

ROUND PATTERNED 
ZAFU CUSHION
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BUCKWHEAT BOLSTER 

COLOUR CODE

GRAPHITE YBOLSTBUCK-GRA

BLUE YBOLSTBUCK-BLU

PURPLE YBOLSTBUCK-PUR

Our firmest bolster, filled with buckwheat 
hulls, which have long been the choice 
for mediation cushions as they offer firm 
support, which moulds to yourbody 
shape and doesn’t break down over 
time. 100% cotton, with YKK zipped 
outers and re-stuffable inner-cover, an 
embroidered Om and convenient carry 
handle. 

SIZE: 61CM X 23CM Ø [4KG]. 

Used to aid rotation in seated twists, for 
support in backbends, in Viparita Karani and 
for refinement of the shoulder stand. Ideal 
for serious yoga students and studios. Chairs 
fold flat for easy storage and have durable 
non marking feet. Our reinforced design 
has raised cross members on the legs to 
facilitate getting your legs underneath and a 
higher back to make stepping through easier. 
Material: Tabular steel construction.
CHAIR HEIGHT: 78CM
SEAT HEIGHT: 41CM.
MAX USER WEIGHT: 100KG.

COLOUR CODE

SILVER YCHAIRT

FOLDING YOGA CHAIR

YOGA 
MEDITATION

These bolsters are covered with a removable 
organic cotton cover and are deep filled with 
2kg of man made Recron fibre for a firm 
feel, whilst offering a little ‘give’. 
The bolster is completed with a 
convenient carry handle. 

SIZE: 61CM X 23CM Ø [2.3KG]. 

COLOUR CODE

PLUM YBOLSTORG-PLUM

BLUE YBOLSTORG-BLU

ORGANIC COTTON 
BOLSTER

Our Rectangular Bolster offers a shallower support and larger 
surface area for reclining, supine or seated poses, which can be 
more comfortable than the traditional round version. They can 
also be used on their ‘spine’ for those wanting a deeper stretch. 
Complete with a carry handle, making them easy to transport, 
and filled with natural buckwheat filling that moulds to your body 
as you lie on it, yet offering firm support. Zipped cover for easy 
cleaning.

SIZE: 61CM X 26CM X 14.5CM [4KG].

COLOUR CODE

PURPLE YBOLSTRECTANGLE-PUR

GREY YBOLSTRECTANGLE-GRY

JUTE YBOLSTJUTE

BUCKWHEAT 
RECTANGULAR BOLSTER

`

Filled with eco-friendly buckwheat, 
this bolster will mould to your 
body in any asana and provide firm 
support. This bolster is a miniature 
version of our standard bolsters at 
50cm long and comes with a useful 
carry handle to make it easy for 
transporting to and from your yoga 
class 

SIZE: 50CM X 18CM [1.7KG].

MINI BUCKWHEAT 
BOLSTER

COLOUR CODE

GRAPHITE YBOLSTMINI-GRY

NEW

= PACKAGED FOR RETAIL SALE

Our patterned Buckwheat Bolster 
comes with a useful carry handle. 
Filled with eco-friendly buckwheat, 
this bolster will mould to your body 
in any asana and provides firm 
support. Ideal for meditation; use as a 
supportive prop in Yin or Restorative 
yoga styles, or as a decorative yet 
functional cushion at home or in 
the studio.

SIZE: 61CM X 23CM Ø 
[4KG]. 

COLOUR CODE

PURPLE PATTERNED YBOLSTPBUCK-PUR

AUBERGINE PATTERNED YBOLSTPBUCK-AUB

GREY  PATTERNED YBOLSTPBUCK-GRY

PATTERNED BUCKWHEAT 
BOLSTER

NEW
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The Studio Pro Mat is our best mat for exercise, Pilates and therapy. The 
TPE material has superb memory and at 15mm thick this mat offers 
excellent support for the spine and knees. As the mat is thick and does 
not roll up tightly, it is best for studio or home use rather than carrying to 
and from classes. The mat is double sided and will not slide on the floor. 

MADE FROM 100% RECYCLABLE TPE. IMPERMEABLE  
AND HYGIENIC; AZO, HEAVY METAL & PVC FREE. 

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

182CM X 58CM X 10MM [1.1KG] BLUE FMATNBR10EYE

182CM X 58CM X 15MM [1.65KG] BLUE FMATNBR15EYE

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

180CM X 60CM X 15MM [2.6KG] BLUE FMATTPE180R

Identical to the Core Fitness Mats (see page 4) but with eyelets, makes 
this mat perfect for storing neatly away in your studio on our exercise 
mat rack. 

The eyelets are 50cm apart (centre to centre) and will fit hangers up 
to 2.5cm in diameter. Also available in 15mm thickness which provides 
extra cushioning. Made from NBR that is non-absorbent, making it easy 
to clean and very hygienic whilst also being soft and supportive. Top 
side is smooth and bottom side is ribbed.

MADE FROM NBR RUBBER 
- DOP, AZO, HEAVY 
METAL, PHENOL & 
PHTHALATE  FREE.

TO SEE OUR FULL  RANGE OF 
EXERCISE MATS, SWISS BALLS, 
CORE STRENGTH EQUIPMENT, 

MASSAGE/PHYSIO TOOLS, AND 
RESISTANCE BANDS RANGES, 

PLEASE SEE PAGES 4 - 15.

PILATES MATS CORE FITNESS MAT 
WITH EYELETS
10MM & 15MM

STUDIO PRO MAT
15MM

This is an ideal Pilates or exercise mat for those on the move, 
or for studios tight on storage space. The NBR foam offers 
excellent cushioning and memory, yet the 10mm mat weighs only 
a fraction over 1kg, making it light enough to carry around, with 
the included removable carry strap (10mm only).

The 15mm mat offers improved comfort but as it is too big to 
carry around, these mats come flat packed as they are primarily 
designed for use in a studio or to be left at home. 

MADE FROM NBR RUBBER - DOP, AZO, HEAVY METAL, 
PHENOL & PHTHALATE FREE.

DIMENSIONS MODEL COLOUR CODE

182CM X 58CM X 
10MM [1.1KG]

CARRY STRAP 
INCLUDED 
RETAIL PACK

BLUE FMATNBR10-BLU

182CM X 58CM X 
10MM [1.1KG]

CARRY STRAP 
INCLUDED 
RETAIL PACK

BLACK FMATNBR10-BK

182CM X 58CM X 
10MM [1.1KG]

CARRY STRAP 
INCLUDED 
RETAIL PACK

TURQUOISE FMATNBR10-TUR

182CM X 58CM X 
15MM [1.65KG]

NO STRAP 
INCLUDED 
FLAT PACK 

BLUE FMATNBR15

182CM X 58CM X 
15MM [1.65KG]

NO STRAP 
INCLUDED 
FLAT PACK

BLUE FMATNBR15R

STRETCH FITNESS MATS  
10MM  
The Stretch Fitness mat is perfect for all kinds of exercise  
and stretching from aerobic workouts to rehabilitation. The mat 
provides excellent cushioning and comfort at 10mm thick yet 
is light enough to transport easily with the included carry strap. 

MADE FROM NBR RUBBER - 6 PHTHALATE FREE.

CORE FITNESS MATS
10MM & 15MM

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

182CM X 58CM X 10MM [1.1KG] GREY FMATNBRST-GREY

182CM X 58CM X 10MM [1.1KG] LIGHT BLUE FMATNBRST-BLUE
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The sitting block is used to level the pelvis, the head block is used to 
slightly raise the head in reclining postures in order to achieve the 
correct neck alignment. It can also be used to correct the tilt on the 
pelvis or for support between the knees. 

CLOSED CELL, WIPE CLEAN                                                    
EVA FOAM. 

Lightweight double handled Pilates isotoner, with foam padded fibre 
glass ring for extra comfort. Pilates rings (also known as magic cirlce) are 
commonly used in Pilates to add intensity to floor exercises. This 14” ring 
has been a best seller for many years.

= PACKAGED FOR RETAIL SALE

COLOUR DIMENSIONS CODE

BLUE 20.5CM X 15CM X 25MM FBLOCK25EVA-BLU

BURGUNDY 20.5CM X 15CM X 25MM FBLOCK25EVA-BUR

GREY 20.5CM X 15CM X 25MM FBLOCK25EVA-GRY

PURPLE 20.5CM X 15CM X 25MM FBLOCK25EVA-PUR

COLOUR DIMENSIONS CODE

BLUE 32CM X 25CM X 60MM FBLOCK60EVA-BLU

BURGUNDY 32CM X 25CM X 60MM FBLOCK60EVA-BUR

GREY 32CM X 25CM X 60MM FBLOCK60EVA-GRY

PURPLE 32CM X 25CM X 60MM FBLOCK60EVA-PUR

Ideal for pelvic floor exercises, the ball will enhance your Pilates workout 
and help develop strength, endurance, and concentration as well as 
promoting relaxation and coordination. The balls are anti-slip offering 
excellent grip. Ball size is down to preference, though it is common to 
have three sizes for greater diversity.

DINP PVC. FACTORY TESTED  
AS BURST RESISTANT AT 100KG.

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

18CMØ [7”] BLUE FEXBALL7

23CMØ [9”] RED FEXBALL9

30CMØ [12”] GRAPHITE FEXBALL12

Soft weights are designed for strengthening, plyometrics, balance 
training and mobilisation exercises. In addition to offering a more fluid 
range of motion to using a standard dumbbell, the soft weight design 
is safer, reducing the risk of damage or injury if dropped. The shape also 
helps to promote the development of functional grip strength. 

PVC OUTER SHELL 
WITH IRON SAND 
FILLING.  

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

2X 0.5KG [12CMØ] BLUE FSOFT1

2X 1KG [12CMØ] BLUE FSOFT2

2X 1.5KG [12CMØ] BLUE FSOFT3

DIMENSIONS COLOUR CODE

33.5CMØ [14”] BLACK FRING14L

PILATES 
MATWORK
EXER-SOFT BALLS

PILATES HEAD & 
SITTING BLOCK

PILATES 
RESISTANCE RING

SOFT WEIGHTS

SITTING BLOCK

HEAD BLOCK

NEW 

COLOURS



Align-Pilates is the UK’s only Pilates apparatus brand, 
offering the best value commercial Pilates Studio 

Equipment in Europe.

Contact us for an Align-Pilates brochure. 
T: 01386 425 923 | sales@align-pilates.com 

Align-Pilates .com       
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MATWORK ACCESORIESHOME REFORMERS

COMPLETE RANGE OF PILATES STUDIO APPARATUS

C8 REFORMER F3 FOLDING REFORMER M8 REFORMER
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BADMINTON RACKET
ARROWSPEED 199
The Arrowspeed 199 is the new leisure and school sports model made of 
graphite composite in One Piece Optic. Due to the total weight of only 
98 g, it is quite handy. This racket also has a lot to offer technologically.

CODE 

M439881

CODE 

M429808

FIGHTER PLUS BADMINTON 
RACKET
FIGHTER PLUS
The Fighter Plus racket is the well-known leisure model made of 
hardened steel with lightweight-aluminum head and is therefore 20 g 
lighter than a steel-steel racket like the Attacker.

ELI TEEN 63CM
ELI Teen. Length 63cm / age 8+.

CODE 

M419614

BADMINTON RACKET
ELI TEEN 53CM
ELI clubs are equipped with an innovative grip tape concept, which 
shows the student the correct finger position for forehand and 
backhand with the help of colored markings (self-control).

ELI Mini. Length 53cm / age 4+.

CODE 

M419612

ELI TEEN 58CM  
ELI Junior. Length 58cm / age 6+.

CODE 

M419613

CODE 

M439882

BADMINTON RACKET 
ARROWSPEED 299.
The new Talbot Torro Arrowspeed 299 is a versatile, balanced leisure 
racket for relatively little money. It has a graphite composite construction 
(graphite-alu-mix) and is optically one-piece (One Piece Optic).

BADMINTON 
RACKETS

BADMINTON RACKET
ARROWSPEED 399
The new Talbot Torro Arrowspeed 399 is the entry-level racket in the full 
graphite range: a great racket for relatively little money. It is made of 100% 
high-quality graphite.

CODE 

M439883
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SPEED BADMINTON 
SCHOOL-SET
Large set for up to 10 players. 10 handy rackets Speed 4000 
(length 54.5 cm - 2 cm shorter, slim frame profile 17.3 mm, 
weight only 165 g) made of hardened lightweight aluminum.

CODE 

M490100

CODE 

M449415

BADMINTON FAMILY SET
The well-known german-British 
brand Talbot-Torro is known for 
its large selection of high-quality 
badminton / badminton sets. 
Let’s play mixed doubles with 
the Set Family. The Family Set 
consists of 4 badminton rackets, 3 
huttlecocks and a telescopic net

2 MAGIC NIGHT 
BADMINTON SET
With this set you can now play badminton at night too! The set 
consists of two robust rackets with hard-stretched, multifilament 
strings. The absolute highlight in this set are the newly developed LED 
shuttlecocks.

CODE 

M449405

SPEED BADMINTON 
RACKET & SHUTTLECOCK
SETSPEED 4400 
Pure speed badminton: The starter set Speed   4400 from Talbot-Torro 
comes with a 3-piece can of balls (2 fast “Racers”, 1 slower “Starter”) and 
in a trendy sling bag with a mesh front. 

MATERIAL: LIGHT-ALUMINIUM; BAG: POLYESTER 420D.

CODE 

M490114

CODE 

M490112

SPEED BADMINTON RACKET 
& SHUTTLECOCKS
SETSPEED 2200 
BADMINTON SET

SPEED BADMINTON SET 
BADMINTON SET
The new speed badminton set by 
Schildkröt comes with a 3-piece 
can of shuttlecocks and in a 
practical bag with carrying strap. 
The very handy rackets (length 
54.5cm, weight 165g, frame profile 
17.3mm) are 4cm shorter than the 
normal speed badminton racquet 
and therefore much more handy

CODE 

M970906

BADMINTON 
SETS

The new Speed 2200 set from Talbot-
Torro is the ideal transition from 
badminton to speed badminton - the 
perfect start! Two badminton-like rackets 
with hardened aluminum head, steel shaft 
and durable 1.0mm string as well as a 3-can 
of balls
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TECH 350, WHITE/BLUE 
MEDIUM NYLON 
SHUTTLECOCKS - 3 PACK 
The Tech 350 from the well-known German-British brand Talbot-Torro 
is a durable nylon shuttlecock with a base made of synthetic cork. It is 
particularly suitable for recreational sports, training or school, but also as 
a high-quality replacement ball for outdoor badminton sets.

CODE 

M479112

TECH 150 SYNTHETIC  
SHUTTLECOCKS - 3 PACK
3 pieces premium plastic shuttlecocks 
(2x white/1x yellow), with pressed cork 
base, in resealable paper tube.

CODE 

M479120

BADMINTON 
ACCESSORIES
BADMINTON TELESCOPIC 
NET SET  
The telescopic net from Talbot-Torro is a multi-sided, height-adjustable 
leisure net for badminton and shuttlecock, but also for other sports (such as 
hand shuttlecock, foot shuttlecock, jazzminton, ball over the string, etc.).

CODE 

M449599
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PADDLE, COVERS & BALLS 
1 x bat Legends 800 FSC (FSC wood, 2.0mm sponge, Schildkröt 
Champion ITTF rubber, PLS/AVS, Ergo-handle), high quality rectangular 
bat cover Legends, box of 3 x 3* Champion Poly 40+ balls, in blister.

CODE 

M788488

PREMIUM-GIFT SET                      
LEGENDS 800 FSC 

MATERIAL: FSC-POPLAR, CHINA, 
HANDLE: BIRCH, LATVIA, ABS.

LEGENDS 1000 FSC TABLE 
TENNIS PADDLE  
PADDLE SINGLE 
AVS/PLS/Ergo-handle, Energy-rubber, 2.3mm, FSC-wood, concave 
handle, in new high-quality cardboard packaging, type of player: Attack.

MATERIAL: FSC-WOOD, BLADE: POPLAR, CHINA,                  
HANDLE: BIRCH, LATVIA.

CODE 

M754427

PING PONG SET
PADDLE & BALLS
2 bats (1.0mm sponge, nubs inside, yellow and green rubbers with print, 
concave handle), 3 yellow balls, in carrying bag.

MATERIAL: FSC- POPLAR (CHINA), RUBBER, ABS.

CODE 

M788486

TABLE TENNIS PADDLE 
COVER 
For 1 bat, extra ball pocket for 3 balls, durable polyester, sorted in red-
black, blue-black, green-black, trendy design-print, in polybag with 
header-card.

MATERIAL: POLYESTER.

CODE 

M818507

FETZNER 400 FSC PADDLE 
& BALLS SET  
PADDLE & BALLS 
2 x bats Fetzner 400 (1.6mm sponge, Jade ITTF-rubber, concave handle, 
certified FSC wood), 3x Poly 40+ balls (2x white / 1x orange), in new 
cardboard packaging.

MATERIAL: FSC- POPLAR (CHINA), RUBBER, ABS.

CODE 

M788468

TABLE TENNIS

PERSSON 500 CORK 
PADDLE & BALLS SET 
PADDLE, COVER & BALLS
2 bats Persson 500 (1.6mm sponge, Elite ITTF-rubber, cork-handle), 3x 2* 
Poly 40+ balls, in high quality carry bag.

MATERIAL: BASSWOOD, CORK (CHINA), RUBBER, ABS.

CODE 

M788490
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TABLE TENNIS NET 
TEAM CLIP ON
Nylon net with foldable metal posts, tensible net, practical clip-on 
fastening system with rubber pads, max. panel thickness 3.5 cm, 
Carrybag.

MATERIAL: NYLON, METAL, PVC.

CODE 

M808302

CHAMPS 400 COVER SET 
PADDLE, COVER & BALLS
2 bats Champs 400 (1.5mm sponge, Jade ITTF-rubber, concave handle), 
2 high quality single-bat covers with zipper, 4x 1* Elite Poly 40+ Balls (2 
white, 2 yellow), in blister.

MATERIAL: BASSWOOD, POPLAR (CHINA), RUBBER, ABS.

CODE 

M788498

CODE 

M808334

TABLE TENNIS NET 
FLEXNET
Innovative, self tightening and waterproof nylon net with rewind 
mechanism, quick clamping assembly with rubber pads, for all table 
lengths up to max. net length 175cm, max. panel thickness 4cm, 
Carrybag.

MATERIAL: ABS, TPE, NYLON, PVC.

PROTECTION LINE S500 
TABLE TENNIS PADDLE 
PADDLE SINGLE 
Elite-ITTF rubber, 1.5 mm, concave handle,  type of player: Control, 
Protect-Edge-Tape (special and wider edge tape for maximum lateral 
protection of sponge and rubber).

MATERIAL: BASSWOOD, POPLAR (CHINA), RUBBER.

CODE 

M713055

LEGENDS 800 FSC TABLE 
TENNIS PADDLE 
PADDLE SINGLE 
AVS/PLS/Ergo-handle, Champion-rubber, 2.0mm, FSC-wood, concave 
handle,type of player: Attack.

MATERIAL: FSC-WOOD, BLADE: POPLAR, CHINA,                    
HANDLE: BIRCH, LATVIA.

CODE 

M754425

LEGENDS 400 FSC TABLE 
TENNIS PADDLE 
PADDLE SINGLE 
Jade-rubber, 1.6mm, FSC-wood, concave handle, type of player: Control.

MATERIAL: FSC- WOOD, BLADE: POPLAR, CHINA, HANDLE: 
BIRCH, LATVIA.

CODE 

M705241
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PERSSON 500 TABLE TENNIS 
PADDLE  
PADDLE SINGLE 
Cork-handle, Elite-rubber, 1.6 mm, concave handle, type of player: 
Control.

MATERIAL: BASSWOOD, CORK (CHINA), RUBBER.

CODE 

M728451

APPELGREN 300 PADDLE & 
BALLS SET 
PADDLE & BALLS
2 bats 300 (nubs inside, 1.0mm sponge, Jade ITTF-rubber, concave 
handle, handle sticker, white wooden handle without print), 3 Poly 40+ 
balls in blister.

MATERIAL: POPLAR (CHINA), RUBBER, ABS.

CODE 

M788634

CHAMPS LINE 300 TABLE 
TENNIS PADDLE 
PADDLE SINGLE 
Jade-rubber, 1.0 mm, concave handle, type of player: Control.

MATERIAL: POPLAR (CHINA), RUBBER.

CODE 

M705132

PROTECTION LINE S400 
TABLE TENNIS PADDLE 
PADDLE SINGLE 
MATERIAL: POPLAR (CHINA), RUBBER COVERING.

CODE 

M703055

ALTEC HOBBY TABLE 
TENNIS PADDLE 
PADDLE SINGLE 
Synthetic bat, made of PP/TPE, weatherproof, washable, very sturdy,  
structured rubber, cyan-black, concave handle, type of player: Attack.

MATERIAL: PP (POLYPROPYLENE)/TPE (THERMOPLASTIC 
ELASTOMERS).

CODE 

M733014

SENSATION 600 TABLE 
TENNIS PADDLE  
PADDLE SINGLE 
ASG-handle, Prestige-rubber, 1.6 mm, concave, type of player: Allround.

MATERIAL: BASSWOOD, POPLAR (CHINA), RUBBER.

CODE 

M724402

TABLE TENNIS
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3-STAR AVANTGARDE POLY 
40+ BALL  
6 PACK - BALLS
The new polyball, celluloid-free, in known Schildkröt 3* quality, red 
stamp, blistercard, 6 pcs., white & orange.

MATERIAL: ABS PLASTIC.

CODE 

M608533

1-STAR ELITE POLY 40+ 
BALL  
6 PACK - BALLS
The new polyball, celluloid-free, in known Schildkröt 1* quality, 
blistercard , 6 pcs., orange/white.

MATERIAL: ABS PLASTIC.

1-T ONE POLY 40+ 
TRAINING BALL BOX  
120 PCS - BALLS
This new variant of the 1T, the 1T Poly 40+ is now celluloid free. Already 
in July 2014, the classic celluloid balls will be gradually replaced by the 
new plastic/poly balls at tournaments.

MATERIAL: ABS PLASTIC.

CODE 

M608511

CODE 

M608522
3-STAR CHAMPION ITTF 
WHITE POLY 40+ BALL  
3 PACK - BALLS 
The new polyball, celluloid-free, in known Schildkröt 3* Champion 
quality, ITTF    approved, Box, 3 pcs., white.

MATERIAL: ABS PLASTIC.

CODE 

M608540

JADE POLY 40+ TRAINING 
BALL IN CARRY BAG  
144 PACK - BALLS
The “Jade” from Schildkröt is the optimal table tennis ball for every 
leisure and hobby player who demands a lot of performance for little 
money. This ball is also a good choice for training in a club, and table 
tennis beginners can start their new sport with an original Schildkröt 
ball. The Jade table tennis ball - 144 balls in white. Diameter: ø 40mm, in 
the new Poly 40+ quality.

CODE 

M608501

JADE POLY 40+ SPARE TIME 
BALL 
6 PACK - BALLS 
Polybag with headercard, 16pcs., white and orange.

MATERIAL: ABS PLASTIC.

JADE POLY 40+ SPARE TIME 
BALL 
12 PACK - BALLS 
Polybag with headercard, 12 pcs., white and orange.

MATERIAL: ABS PLASTIC.

CODE 

M618371

CODE 

M618045
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CHAMPS 200  
PADDLE SINGLE 
The completely rounded shape avoids pressure 
points and provides a particularly comfortable 
and pleasant grip.

CODE 

M705122

CHAMPS 150  
PADDLE SINGLE 
The completely rounded shape avoids pressure 
points and provides a particularly comfortable and 
pleasant grip.

CODE 

M705116

CARBOTEC 7000 TABLE 
TENNIS PADDLE & COVER  
PADDLE AND COVER
With the CarboTec racket series, Donic- 
Schildkroet is once again a pioneering 
innovator: instead of wood, the club face 
and handle are made of high quality 
carbon for the first time.

CODE 

M758216

WALDNER 3000 TABLE 
TENNIS PADDLE  
PADDLE SINGLE 
The “Waldner 3000 Carbon” by Donic-
Schildkroet is an absolute top racket in the 
Waldner line, which is dedicated to the world-
famous Donic player and multiple world 
champion Jan-Ove Waldner. 

WALDNER 5000 TABLE 
TENNIS PADDLE  
PADDLE SINGLE 
This premium racket is the perfect 
choice for ambitious recreational players 
through to competitive players who are 
very demanding and do not want to 
compromise on the material.

LEGENDS 700 FSC TABLE 
TENNIS PADDLE  
PADDLE SINGLE 
All racket in this series are made from FSC-
certified wood, which comes from controlled, 
sustainable cultivation. Optimally suited for 
ambitious leisure sports and regular hobby 
game.

CARBOTEC 900 TABLE 
TENNIS PADDLE  
PADDLE SINGLE 
With the CarboTec racket series, Donic- Schildkroet 
is once again a pioneering innovator: instead of 
wood, the club face and handle are made of high 
quality carbon for the first time.

CODE 

M751803

CODE 

M751805

CODE 

M734417

CODE 

M758212

TABLE TENNIS
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JADE POLY 40+ TRAINING 
BALL IN CARRY BAG  
144 PACK - BALLS 
The 1-T training ball from Schildkroet has been a very popular, popular 
training ball for school sports and initial training or for recreational 
games when larger quantities are required for decades.

CODE 

M608522

MINI TABLE TENNIS SET FSC  
SET
The mini table tennis set from Donic-Schildkroet is flexible table tennis 
fun for young and old and almost everywhere. Simply attach the small 
net set (57x7.5cm) with the suction cup posts to a smooth table and 
off you go for a quick competition during the lunch break or between 
lessons at school.

TABLE TENNIS NET - TEAM 
SET
Inexpensive table tennis net set in reasonable leisure quality. Robust 
metal construction with foldable posts.

CODE 

M788460

CODE 

M808311

TABLE TENNIS PADDLE 
PROTECTION  
PADDLE SINGLE 
Special, wider edge tapes extend to the edge 
of the surface and thus optimally protect the 
racket against the plucking of the surface, 
which is widespread in public areas.

CODE 

M703054

3 STAR AVANTGARDE POLY 
40+ 3 PACK  
3 PACK 
Avantgarde 3-Star plastic table tennis ball for advanced 
leisure games and intensive training. 3 white balls in a 
box. Since July 2014, the classic celluloid balls have been 
replaced by the new plastic balls at ITTF tournaments 
and then gradually in most high-ranking leagues.

CODE 

M608334

3 STAR AVANTGARDE POLY 
40+ 3 PACK  
3 PACK 
The Elite 1-Star plastic table tennis ball for advanced 
recreational games. 3 white balls in a box. Since July 2014, 
the classic celluloid balls have been replaced by the new 
plastic balls at ITTF tournaments and then gradually in 
most high-ranking leagues.

CODE 

M608310

3 STAR AVANTGARDE POLY 
40+ 3 PACK  
3 PACK ORANGE 
Avantgarde 3-Star plastic table tennis ball for advanced 
leisure games and intensive training. 3 orange balls in a 
box. Since July 2014, the classic celluloid balls have been 
replaced by the new plastic balls at ITTF tournaments and 
then gradually in most high-ranking leagues.

CODE 

M608338
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OGO SPORT® SET  
2 Ogo discs in a new design (red/yellow) with foam frame (Ø 29cm) with 
an elastic net, can be used for playing Ogo or as a flying disc, 1 Ogo ball, 
a fuzzy ball which does not roll away when it falls to the ground (6.5 cm), 
carton packaging plus rules. 

CODE 

M970117

FOLDING FOOTBALL GOAL  
The Schildkröt folding football goal is easy to set up and to dismantle 
just as quickly. Only 900g and a size of 90cm x 60cm x 60cm the football 
goal is practical and lightweight. The innovative folding technology 
makes it easy to storage and save space. With the 4 included hooks 
it can be easily fixed to the grass and thus withstands firmer shots. 
Material: Polyester, PVC.

CODE 

M970987

SCOOP BALL  
Game of skill with variable throw and catch technique, consists of 2 
red and yellow plastic scoop ball bats (length 37cm) and 2 whiffle balls 
(diameter 8cm) in resealable meshbag with drawcord.

EGG AND SPOON RACE 
Game of skill with variable throw and catch technique, consists of 2 
red and yellow plastic scoop ball bats (length 37cm) and 2 whiffle balls 
(diameter 8cm) in resealable meshbag with drawcord.

CODE 

M970131

CODE 

M970308

FUN BOCCIA SET  
4 x 2 plastic bowls (Ø 7.25cm), 1 small target ball, in a high-quality black 
nylon transparent-front carry bag, zipper and handle (23x16x8cm) 
imprinted with the Schildkröt Fun Sport logo.

CODE 

M970009

CODE 

M970981

ROUND NET SET 
The ultimate new sport for young and old. The fast-paced game inspires 
everyone and you can quickly find interested players. The set includes 
everything for the immediate start of a Roundnet match:complete 
Roundnet, 1 training ball, 2 compettion balls, ball pump with needle - all 
comes in mesh bag for easy storage and transportation.Game rules:Two 
teams, each with 2 players, compete against each other. All are evenly 
distributed around the net. The ball is hit with a flat hand on the net so 
that it flies into the opposing side. The opposing team can now pass the 
ball to each other up to two times before it has to be hit on the net again.

FUN SPORTS

POP UP GOALS 
SET OF 2 
The new Pop-Up Goal by Schildkröt is always just right when you or your 
kids feel like a spontaneous match again. The two gates (set of 2) are 
packed in a practical round bag with zipper and carrying handles (Ø33 
cm, 2.5 cm thick).

CODE 

M970988
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JAZZMINTON SET 
A very special sound, a perfect trajectory and the option to play at night 
are the ingenious characteristics of the brand-new Jazzminton-Set by 
Schildkröt Funsport. The flight of the “birdies” provides a completely new 
game experience. The “birdie’s” rotation generates a straight trajectory, 
which makes Jazzminton easier to play and great fun for everyone. Set 
of 2 rackets with non-slip and comfortable soft-handles, 3 birdies (1x red 
= slow, 1x yellow = fast, 1x orange = LED, for playing in darkness) battery: 
1x CR927. Great fun for both, children and adults. Suitable for indoor and 
outdoor use. Trains and develops coordination.

CODE 

M970155

SOFTBALLS 
PACK OF 3 
3 Softballs (red, yellow, blue, Ø 7cm) made of PU foam with logo print. 
These versatile balls are ideal for beach tennis, beachball and many other 
games. 3 pcs in mesh bag with header card.

CODE 

M970046

NEOPRENE BASEBALL SET  
Soft baseball bat (62cm, 200g) neoprene covered, trendy new design 
(neon-orange/blue/green) with Schildkröt Funsports logo, 1 soft baseball 
Ø 8.5cm, hanging blister.

CODE 

M970159

FOLDING BUCKET 
Foldable and space-saving beach and play 
bucket made of plastic with rubberised folding 
insert and carrying strap. 20cm in diameter at the 
top and 11cm in diameter at the bottom. 16cm tall 
when unfolded and fits a capacity of 2 litres. Fits 
into any travel suitcase!

COMPACT BADMINTON SET
The innovative badminton complete set for 2 players consisting of 2 
racquets in good leisure quality, go. Steel, soldered tee, 2 shuttlecocks, 
innovative net (2.95x1.55m) with robust plastic telescopic posts, all 
packed in a practical plastic case

CODE 

M970240

CODE 

M970992

FUN SPORTS
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SOFT CROQUET SET 

The Schildkröt Soft Croquet Set is made of safe and soft foam material 
and thus allows even smaller children access to this popular game. 
Croquet is a precision game that requires skill and concentration. The 
goal is to play color-coded balls with hammer-shaped rackets through 
goals.

NEOPRENE VELCRO BALL 
SET
2 soft and grippy neoprene Velcro ball hand catchers (Ø 17cm), with 

adjustable hand strap. The Velcro surface is firmly 
quilted with the neoprene and won’t tear out, as 

was often the case with the plastic 
catchers in the past! Included in 

the set is 1 Velcro ball

OGO SPORTS SET
The versatile set is great fun for the whole family. Whether on the 
beach, in the park or on the meadow, Ogosport is a must for every 
summer holiday!

STREET RACKET SET 
Street Racket is the new racquet/setback 
sport, developed in Switzerland, which can 
be played practically anytime and anywhere 
without complex infrastructure. Simply draw a 
court with the lying chalk, for example on the 
playground or parking lot and off you go.

ROCKET WHISTLER
The trendy leisure sport playfully trains throwing technique and 
coordination. The howler (Ø 8cm, length 32cm, weight 130g) offers 
grandiose flight characteristics and distances over 90 meters. 

FUN JUMPER
The Schildkröt Fun Jumper is the great jumping 
fun for children from 3 years. Stand on the super 
soft foam block, hold on to the soft handles and 
jump as hard as you can! The squeaking noises at 
every jump provide additional motivation.

CODE 

M970305

CODE 

M970146

CODE 

M970093

CODE 

M970115

CODE 

M970086

WAVE JUMPERS
Everybody loves the classic rock skimming. With the “Water Bouncers” 
instead of flat stones, silicone-filled neoprene cushions are thrown as 
flat as possible over the water, which then jump off the surface several 
times.

CODE 

M970297

CODE 

M970306

STREET RACKET 
SCHOOL SET 
Street Racket is the new 
racquet/setback sport, 
developed in Switzerland, 
which can be played 
practically anytime 
and anywhere without 
complex infrastructure. Simply draw a court with 
the lying chalk, for example on the playground or 
parking lot and off you go.

CODE 

M970041

FUN SPORTS
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AMERICAN FOOTBALL
Neoprene American Football 
by Schildkröt in “normal” size 6. 
diameter 26.5 x 15 cm. Neoprene 
surface with good sewing. The 
balls are available in two trendy, 
new designs. The popular 
Schildkröt neoprene balls 
impress with their textile and 
soft surface

NEOPRENE BOWLING SET
The very popular neoprene 
bowling set from Schildkröt in 
the new design is the playful 
introduction to the topic of 
bowling. The lightweight cones 
(21.5 x 8 cm) covered with non-
slip neoprene have a sufficiently 
large footprint and stand well.

NEOPRENE DISC
Ultimate fun on land or in 
the water. The neoprene disc 
is very grippy and has good 
flight characteristics. Due to 
the twisted wings, a slow flight 
occurs.

NEOPRENE BEACH SOCCER
Neoprene beach soccerball 
(football) by Schildkröt in 
“normal” size 5 diameter 21cm. 
Neoprene surface with good 
stitching. The balls are available 
in three trendy, new designs.

NEOPRENE RING
The neoprene throwing ring Ø 
24cm from Schildkröt combines 
great flight characteristics with 
a low risk of injury. A synthetic 
leather core is sewn into the 
soft, non-slip neoprene material, 
which gives the ring a little more 
weight.

NEOPRENE BEACHBALL SET
Neoprene beach ball set consisting of 2 
rackets with print. The rackets are covered 
with elastic neoprene for maximum 
catapult effect, 2 balls made of rubber 
(Ø40mm), in resealable mesh pocket with 
drawstring.

CODE 

M970149

CODE 

M970352

CODE 

M970345

CODE 

M970343

CODE 

M970351

CODE 

M970158

FUN SPORTS

NEOPRENE BEACH 
VOLLEYBALL  
The beach volleyball premium comes with an innovative textile surface 
and a catchy silicone print. It features a great non-slip texture, providing 
the player with maximum ball control. The soft mesh material also 
makes the ball significantly more comfortable on touch and causes less 
skin irritations. Also waterproof and fast-drying, great for the beach and 
outdoors.

CODE 

M970341

NEOPRENE MINI 
AMERICAN FOOTBALL
The Schildkröt Mini American Football 
impresses with its grip and the soft neoprene 
surface, which produces significantly less 
skin irritation than, for example, artificial 
leather balls - thus ideal for children & family.

CODE 

M970346
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NEOPRENE DIVING BALLS
The 3 diving balls of Schildkröt made of 
neoprene are completely filled with sand. The 
sewn-on tail stands upright under water at 
the bottom. The balls are therefore easy for 
children to dive. The soft & grippy neoprene 
material is pleasant to grip.

NEOPRENE DIVING RINGS
The 3 diving rings of Schildkröt 
made of neoprene are filled to 3/4 
with sand. Due to an additional 
foam insert, the rings stand 
upright at the bottom under 
water and are therefore easy for 
children to dive.

CODE 

M970327

NEOPRENE MINI FUN 
BALLS
The three mini balls made of 
grippy, textile neoprene for 
throwing, catching, juggling 
and kicking have been a 
bestseller from Schildkröt for 
years. The balls are double-
walled (neoprene on the 
outside and then a net cover 
underneath), filled with plastic 
granulate (PE) and processed 
to a very high standard.

CODE 

M970145

CODE 

M970326

NEOPRENE MINI BEACH 
VOLLEYBALL 
The neoprene mini beach volleyball impresses with its grip and the 
soft neoprene surface, which causes significantly less skin irritation 
than, for example, artificial leather balls - thus ideal for children & 
family.

CODE 

M970342

KATANA SOFT SWORD SET
All warriors in ancient Japan carried the katana sword, which 
is about one meter long. The new Schildkröt Katana Set 
consists of 2 soft swords (length 80cm, Ø6cm) and is the 
ideal fun sports equipment for aggression reduction and 
violence prevention due to the soft, impact-absorbing 
padding.

CODE 

M970223

FUN SPORTS

ROCK CLIMBING HOLDS SET
 The Schildkröt climbing 
hold set consists of 12 
climbing hold (PP) in 3 
different grip shapes. 
The handles can be 
aligned differently for a  
versatile climbing course. 
The climbing holds are 
roughened on both the 
front and the back. The 
rough surface provides 
a secure grip for the 
first climbing attempts. Climbing is a whole-body workout, improves 
flexibility and endurance. Suitable for mounting on wooden and 
concrete walls in indoor and outdoor areas. Maximum load: 50kg. Fixing 
material not included. Instructions included.  Packed in carton box.   
Age recommendation 5+.

CODE 

M970720

NEOPRENE DIVING SET
The 6-piece neoprene diving set has been a customer among the diving 
articles available on the market for years. Why is that? The neoprene dip 
articles impress with the grip of the textile neoprene coating. Due to the 
sand filling, the parts are soft and flexible.

CODE 

M970325
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JUNGLE RING SET
18cm rings on a 25cm long and UV-resistant 
nylon rope. The additional obstacle for the 
Jungle Line allows even more variety and 
challenge on the course. They are easy to grip 
and especially suitable for beginners. including. 
two galvanised safety carabiners for fastening. 
Maximum load: 120kg. Age recommendation: 
5+.

CODE 

M970714

SCHILDKRÖT 
JUNGLE SPINNING 
WHEEL
The powder-coated Schildkröt Jungle 
Spinning Wheel (Ø 35.5cm) with integrated 
ball bearing (P0) brings even more fun and 
training to the Jungle Line as an additional 
obstacle. Including 25cm pre-assembled,   
UV-resistant PE rope and galvanised safety 
carabiner. In polybag including online 
assembly instructions. Maximum load: 
120kg. Age recommendation 5+.

JUNGLE LADDER 
ROPE LADDER
 The robust Schildkröt Jungle Line rope ladder 
has a total length of 250cm (rope Ø10mm) 
and can be attached to the Jungle Line or 
a standard swing frame with two safety 
carabiners. The ladder has 6 wooden rungs 
(length 38cm, Ø 3.2cm). Packed in carton box 
including instructions. 

Maximum load: 120kg. Age recommendation 
5+.

JUNGLE SWING
 The Schildkröt Jungle Line EVA swing can 
be attached to the Jungle Line or any other 
existing swing frame with the two galvanised 
safety  carabiners. The PE ropes are height 
adjustable up to 160cm.  Suspension system: 
2x safety carabiner. Packed in carton box 
including  instructions. Maximum load: 100kg. 
Age recommendation: 3+.

JUNGLE LINE 
STARTER SET
The new Jungle Line from Schildkröt: 11m long 
Jungle Line (usable length approx. 9m), 5cm 
wide, with fabric loop. Solid metal ratchet 
with plastic handle and fabric loop, including 
ratchet protection and carrying bag.

CODE 

M970715

CODE 

M970713

CODE 

M970518

CODE 

M970710

SLACKERS 
ZIPLINE KIT
The new Slackers Zipline is a Zipline 
for use in your own back garden. The 
Slackers Zipline can be installed up to 
a maximum of 30 meters between 
two healthy trees (with a diameter 
of at least 30 cm) or other posts or 
similar. The very robust steel cable is 
galvanized and has a diameter of 5.0 
mm. The solid metal hand sled with 
a plastic housing runs on two metal 
pulleys and has rubberized, non-slip 
handles. The installation is relatively 
easy for two people.

CODE 

M980005

JUNGLE ROPE 
CLIMBING ROPE
The Schildkröt Jungle Line climbing rope is 
250cm long (Ø 26mm)  and has 4 foot steps. 
The weatherproof rope can be attached 
to the Jungle Line or swing frames with 
the included galvanised safety carabiner.  
In colour box including assembly 
instructions. Maximum load: 120kg.   
Age recommendation 5+.

CODE 

M970712

JUNGLE 
SPORTS
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Prepare to enter a new world  
of design-meets-function,  

and luxury-meets-performance. 

We exis t  in a realm where ordinary has no place,  because 

only the highes t  per forming pieces make the cut .  

I t ’s  t ime...  The workout wardrobe you’ve only dreamt  

of  has f inally arr ived. The-Mad-Group are the exclusive 

dis t r ibutors of  Tavi  Noir  in the UK, Ireland, Benelux & 

Greece.  Interes ted in becoming a Tavi  Noir  s tockis t?  Get 

in touch!

T:  01386 425 928  |   sales@mad-hq.com

Twisted Racerback - Orchid

Penny Chloe Sown

EmmaKai Jess

Lola Eyelet

MaddieSavvy

Grip Core Colours

Ebony Onyx Sapphire

Hidden Dawn Basics Shadow Ret ro

Haze Classic

We make it 

our mission to 

continually create 

mini “works of 

ar t” so each pair 

of socks can be 

as unique and 

beautiful as you.

High Waisted Tights - Wave Chevron Studio Bra - Ebony

Please note: th is is  only a smal l  se lec t ion of what we s tock. 

To see the ful l  range, contact us for a ToeSox/ Tavi/Base 3 3 brochure.
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THE SOCK THAT                                
CHANGED THE GAMETM

When we created a sock with 5 toes, people asked why. Then they 
tried them — and they never went back to a regular grip sock again. 

The ToeSox 5 toe design means your feet stay anchored in place with 
no bunching or twisting, so you can stand strong and forget about 

slipping. That means better performance for a better workout. What’s 
more, no other sock comes close to our durability, our quality or the 

eco-consciousness of our fabrics. Game changer? You bet. 

Interes ted in becoming a ToeSox s tockis t? Get in touch!                             

T:  013 8 6 425 928  |   sa les@mad-hq.com

Black

We’ve got nothing but love for this Spring 
Collection that seamlessly brings fun, good vibes 
and a promise to our planet together. All grip 
styles available in full toe and half toe. Perfect 
for barre, dance, Pilates, yoga and all barefoot 
activities.

Grip Core Colours

Heather 
Navy

Heather 
Purple

Echo Ballet      
Pink

Nude Oatmeal Heather 
Grey

Charcoal 
Grey

Static

Please note: th is is  only a smal l  se lec t ion of what we s tock. 

For the ful l  range see our onl ine catalogue Here or v is it  our Web Shop

GRIP GLOVEGRIP

Grip - Light Purple Training - Black

Half finger style lets fingers feel and grip surface 
— Strategically placed grip pattern for improved 
hold. 

Finger pull tab for easy on and off — Window 
opening on top for added breathablity.

Grip + Training Gloves

Ankle Low Rise LunaBellarina Elle Mia

The Grip Collection

Le
g

 W
ar

m
er

s

Thigh Warmer - GreyLeg Warmer - Black
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Are you a yoga/pilates teacher, Fitness Instructor, Sports 
Retailer, Studio Owner or Health Club?   Sign up for a trade 
account today and receive competetive trade prices!

Sign up for trade account 
(https://www.mad-hq.com/trade/account-application)

Receive same working day confirmation

Login to your account and start using your Trade account!

SIGN UP FOR A 
TRADE ACCOUNT

Download full trade 
account instructions
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